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Introduction
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In the 25 years since the phenomenon of "experimental

neurosis" was first obserred in the dog by Pavlov, there has

been a constantly increasing interest in the subject. To date,

the literature on the subjeot includes reports on "experimental

neurosis" in eight different species, including man. The re-

ports cover aspeots of the subject from initial studies of the

etiology of the dlsturbanee, to tentative attempts at therapy

through the use of drugs.

The present experiments were initiated in an effort

to investigate and oast further light on the factors which play

a causal role in the appearanoe of "experimental neurosis" in

the white rat . The white rat was ohosen as the subject because

it has been the standard experimental animal in many psyohologL -

cal investigations to datej yet, except for the very reoent work

of Cook and Meier, this animal had not yet been investigated as

to its susceptibility to experimental neurotioism.

The method, as in all previous work on this problem,

was to subject each animal to a series of problems of increasing

difficulty until it reached a point where the problem was beyond

its capacity. Forcing the animal to continue responding in such

an unsolvable situation eventually elicited responses of an

aberrant nature.

Two series of experiments were run, seven animals being

used in the first and five in the seoond. Of the total twelve

animals, two developed marked neurotic symptoms which were

sufficiently intense to warrant labeling these animals as having

definitely developed "experimental neurosis." The remaining ten

animals all showed disturbances of varying degrees. In some.



these disturbances were minor and transitory In nature so that

they can hardly be considered as anything but momentary

emotional outbursts. In the others the degrees of aberrant be-

havior displayed showed gradations of intensity from the most

intense to the least intense.

The work on these animals indicates that when faced

with a continuing unsolvable situation, the white rat under

certain specific ciroumstanoes will develop "experimental

neurosis." The extent of this neurosis will depend upon the

interaction of the animal's previous behavior repertoir^ the

nature of the experimental setup, the intensity of the conflict

situation, and the length of time which the animal is subjeoted

to it.



II. Sunroy of Literature
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A. Historical

In 1912, Lashley (16 ), while investigating visual aoulty and

discrimination in the white rat stumbled upon a phenomenon in the be-

havior of his animals to which he gave only brief space in his report.

What he had found was that one of his rats after having mastered a series

of increasingly diffioult discriminations came to a point where he could

no longer discriminate. Subjection to an extended period of training

on this "unsolvable" problem caused the animal not only to show "oomplete

loss of attention" but also to lose the ability to respond adequately

to the previously learned discriminations • In short, the animal lost the

ability to respond adequately to a previously learned situation beoause

of an intervening "period of conflict*

A quarter of a century was to elapse before this same phenomenon

was again studied in the white rat. In this period of time, however,

other workers, beginning with Pavlov, stumbled across, and then deliberately

and systematically investigated, similer types of behavior phenomena in

several different species.

The history of experineutal neurosis properly begins with the work

of Pavlov. He it was who recognised the phenomenon for what it was, gave

it the name of "experimental neurosis" and in large measure, established

the direction in which most future investigation of the subject was to

prooeed.

Beoause of the quantity of aterial to be oovered, it seems

advisable to group it aooording to the type of organism which was used

as subjeotj and since the original definitive work was done on the dog,

it seems logioal to begin with that animal.



1. Experimental Neurosis in the Dog.

a) Parlor (SB, 28, 29, 30, 31, 41, 42 , 43 , 44, 45, 46, 4?)

Pavlov's discovery of the phenomenon was quite accidental.

One of his assistants (Erofeeva) (28) while working on the salivary

oonditioned response of three dogs discovered that his animals broke down,

giving emotional responses and beoomlng quite unmanageable if the

response to strong eleotrio stimulus in one loous was attempted to be

generalised to stimulation at new loei on the skin when the distance

between these new looi and the original loous became too great.

Another one of his assitants (Shenger-Krestovnikova) (28) also

found that an emotional outburst and disruption of behavior was evidenced

by one of his animals when a differentiation between a oirole and an

elipse was pushed beyond the animal's limen.

Two other dogs (Experiment of Petrova) (28 ) broke down when the

latent period whioh followed the presentation of the stimulus was stretched

beyond the animal's ability to master it.

When the delay of the reflexes reached two minutes the
animal began to enter into a state of general exoitation,
and with a further prolongation of the delay to 3 min-
utes the animal became quite orasy, unceasingly and

violently moving all parts of its body, howling, bark-
ing and squealing intolerably. (p. 294)

Still another dog (Experiment of Kosenkov) (28 ) broke down

when a previously learned positive stimulus (24 tactual stimuli per

minute) was made to follow a negative inhibitory stimulus (12 tactual

stimulus per minute) without a time interval.

In one dog, (Experiment of Riokman) (28) neurotic behavior

was precipitated when an attempt was made to transform an inhibitory

response to a 60 beat metronome. The result here was a diminution

and inhibition of the animal's responses to all other stimuli.
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Finally, a sudden abolition and disruption of various con-

ditioned reflexes was noted in several dogs union had experienced a

very intense storm and flood during whioh the laboratory was inundated

and the animals had had to be moved from their living quarters under

extremely disturbing oiroumstanoes.

Cook (6) in reviewing Pavlov's findings shows that the re-

sults obtained in Pavlov's laboratory can be classified as having ooourred

in six types of situational

Situation 1 - Continued presentation of a conditioned stim-
ulus whieh"not only has the effeot of establishing a new
association but also results in the inhibition of a strong
inborn reflex*

Situation 2_ - Presentation to the animal of similar con-
ditioned stimuli to mutually exclusive behavior*

Situation 5 - Delay of reinforoement of positive conditioned
reflexes for a given period of time after the beginning of
the conditioned stimuli.

Situation 4 - Rapid transition from one conditioned stimulus
to another, the two stimuli being conditioned to evoke antagonistic
behavior.

Situation E_ - Reinforcement of a conditioned stimulus which had
previously had an inhibitory effect.

Situation 6 - Ooourrenoe of very strong or unusual stimuli.

(p. 1262)

Continuing, Cook further shows that the sumptoms displayed by Pavlov's

dogs may be summarised as followsi

1* A loss of a previous habit, regardless of its strength,

of making responses to certain conditioned stimuli ...

2. I loss of a previous habit of inhibitory responses tc

oertain unreinforoed conditioned stimuli regardless of how
readily these inhibitions had been acquired*

3. A loss or impairment of the eapaoity to reacquire these
lost habits as shown by the failure or difficulty of r>t training

efforts

•
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4. Various degrees of restlessness and excitement when
brought into the experimental room, when put into the ap-
paratus or when presented with oertain conditioned stimuli.

6. Refusal to eat in the experimental situation.

(p. 1266)

b) Petrova (48, 49, 50, 51, 62, 53, 54)

Continuing the work on dogs originally begun under Pavlov,

Petrova deliberately set about to obtain experimental neurosis in

animals and then attempted treatment of those neuroses by means

of bromides and oaffein.

In one instanoe (61), a strong well-equilibrated dog oontraoted

a "oyolio " experimental neurosis when, after having been aooustomed

for three years to delays between the conditioned and unoonditioned

stimuli of only 30 seconds, the experimenter lengthened the delay to

two minutes. It was later found possible to completely oure this

animal by administration of pottassium bromide combined with oaffein.

In another similar instanoe, (63) in which the dog also de-

veloped a "oyolio" neurosis, behavior was normal for two days and abnormal

for one. It was found possible to cure this animal by the administration

of sodium bromide. Still another time (52) one normal and four oastrated

dogs broke down when an attempt was made to transform positive conditioned

stimuli (beats of metronomes) into negative, and their corresponding

negative differential oonditioned stimuli into positive stimuli. The

task proved too diffioult, resulting in general lowering of excitability

and in the appearance of an insensitivity to the specific stimuli used*

Finally (64 ) two oastrated dogs fell into an experimental

neurosis when tiiey were given the task of transforming positive oonditioned

stimuli into negative and negative oonditioned stimuli into positive*
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Separate administration of doses of sodium bromide sod oaffein helped

but little
| a mixture of the two, however, was highly beneficial.

Altogether then, we sea that Petrova obtained neurosis in dogs

when i

(1) Those dogs were set the task of responding to a difficult

stimulus with too long a delay.

(2) An attempt was made to transform a positive stimulus into

a negative one.

The administration of sodium bromide eured the animal in

some oases. In others, this proved insuffioient, but when the bromide

was administered together with eaffein the mixture effooted » cure,

e) Earn and Malamud (14 )

x"hese workers encountered one instance of experimental neurosis

while training two dogs on the double-alternation temporal maze. One

dog mastered this, the other developed an emotional disturbance

"characterised by long pauses followed by extremely rapid movements,

head turnings, body trembling and whining," when put into the maze for

the control series. This, though the animal had responded adequately

during the training series in which intermediate doors were used in the

mase alleys*

The animal, after the behavior disruption, was still unable to

adjust even when returned to the "training" situation whioh it had

previously mastered.

d) Lindberg (59)

Lindberg noted that after partial extinotion of a C.R. in a

dog, the negative stimulus began to elicit the positive response. The
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phenomenon is I form of the ultra-paradoxioal phase of the C.Tc. which

had been noted by Petrora in experimental neurosis disturbanees.

e) Drabovitoh and Ifcger (56)

In working with dogs, these experimenters uoted reaotiona in

two of their animals which they classified as experimental neurosis. The

reaction of one of theBe animals corresponded with the conditions as

deseribed by Pavlov.

2. Experimental Meurosis in the Sheep.

Following the work of Pavlov and his successors in Russia, a

group of investigators under Liddell at Cornell studied the phenomena of

experimental neurosis in sheep. Liddell, collaborating at various timet

with Anderson (l, 2, 17, 18, 21), Bayne (16, 20), Curtis (21), Kotyuka

(18), Hartman (17, 18), Parmenter (2, 20, 21), and Sutherland (20, 21)

enoountered aberrant behavior in sheep under the following oiroumstanoes.

One sheep broke down while being trained to build up a delayed

conditioned response to a metronome (l).

It seems ... as if the difficulty leading to the ...

disturbanees was the rapid and frequent transition from

inhibition to exoitation or from restraint to aetion. (p.340)

The neurotic behavior eonsisted of a disruption of the previously con-

ditioned responses, resistance to being led into the laboratory, and

"nervous movement of the foreleg during the rest period."

Another animal (l_) developed neurotio behavior as a result

of en attempt to foroe it to differentiate between a metronome beating at

120 beats per minute and one at 50 beats per minute. The animal proved

ineapable of mastering this and after 42 trial, on the unsolvable problem,

the neurotio symptoms appeared. It became difficult to handle, resisted



being eaught and brought to the laboratory, hung from the suspension

straps in the laboratory, gave erratio reactions to botfc the positive

and negative stimuli and evinoed increasing nervousness and excitement.

The author further states that "No evidenoe of a complete and lasting

recovery has been oi- served in the oourse of five years."

A third sheep (l) developed neurotic symptoms when after having

successfully made adjustment to a series of difficult discriminations

between tfee metronome beats at various rates, it was "subjected to a

series of special tests of about two hours* duration each day" during

whioh it was tested, serially, for each of the discriminations which it

had previously learned. After several weeks, the animal's reaotions to

several of these stimuli "beoame gradually weakened and ecmpletely

disappeared in a great many oases. Ihis condition lasted for about one

month and was followed by one characterised by excitement" during whioh

the animal gave very violent positive responses to all the stimuli.

A fourth sheep (l) was set the problem of differentiating between

two pure tones. These two tones (435 double-vibrations and 900 double-

vibrations) were presented alternately at seven minute intervals. After

a month of daily training, the animal had still not shown any sign of

discriminating. "At this point, the sheep became restless and unmanageable,

and almost immediately thereafter neurotic symptoms made their appearance."

These were spontaneous movements of the test limb, at times preoeded by a

very slight trembling of the limb,

Liddell et al. (17. 18) also report some experimental results on

tho therapeutic aspects of experimental neurosis. It was found ( 17, 18 )

that subcutaneous injeotions of cortin effected an increase in the vigor

of the conditioned response and at -the sane time decreased the spontaneous
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movements. " "he animals were quieted and beoame more cooperative both

outside and inside the laboratory."

Repeated subcutaneous injeotion of adrenalin (solution li 200,000)

had an effeot upon the sheep's behavior exaotly opposite to that of oortln.

Cook (j>) has sunrmrised the disturbed behavior of Liddell's sheep

as follows*

1. The animals previously willin,, to go to the laboratory,

now vigorously resisted. Muoh cowering and trembling occurred
when attempts were made to force them*

2. A stereotyped form of hyperirritebility wps evideneed when
the animal was confined in the experimental apparatus. This

i eluded persistent tio-like movements, tremors of the left

foreleg and sudden starts.

3. Conditioned signals with which no shosk had been associated

now evoked leg flexions*

4. The animals showed no oapeoity to give delayed reaotions.

5. In contrast to the slight aooelerstion ooourring in normal

sheep, there was a marked acceleration of the pulse rate at the

onset of the conditioned stimulus. Moreover, this aooeleration

persisted much longer after the chock than in normal sheep.

6. Respiration during the experimental period was quite irregular.

7. Caily neuromuscular activity as recorded by the pedometer

watch was increased over normal.

8. The normal diurnal variations in activity was disturbed in that

the animals were equally aotive day and night.

9. Pulse rate outside the apparatus as measured by a long distance

stethoscope was quite variable both day and night.

(pp. 1271-1272)

As a result of his work on sheep Liddell concluded (l)

, . . that when a serious problem of adaptation or adjustment is

presented to the animal in the laboratory, nervous tension is re-

pressed through training. If the difficulty is beyond the ani-

mal's powers of sueoessful response a nervous breakdown ensues

beoause the demands of the situation exoeed the eapaoity of

the nervous sj*em for sustaining the required tension.
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Again (20)

In the conditioned reflex laboratory, the animal learnt to
remain quietly on a platform. Limitation of freedom firat im-
posed from without, but finally imposed by the animal upon
itself, seams to be the fundamental oause of nervous strain
increase of whioh may later lead to neurosis. (p. 95)

These considerations led Liddell to hypothesize that work on

an animal whose natural responses were characterised by resistance to

restraint might throw a more direot light on the genesis of experimental

neurosis . Following this hypothesis, he picked the pig as subject for

further study.

S. Experimental Neurosis in the Pig,

Liddell (I9
t

22 ) collaborating with Sutherland and Davis (j_)

and Sutherland et. ajl. (20) attempted to train a pig to differentiate a

continuous toie of 600 oyoles from one of 750 oyeles. Cessation of

the first was the signal for the delivery of an apple whioh the pig

was to retrieve from a oovered boxi cessation of the second tone was

followed by a shook to the animal's foreleg. The animal thus had to

learn to give an anticipatory leg withdrawal response to the second

tone of 750 cycles and to open the box and reoeive the apple reward at the

tone of 600 cycle*. When this had been learned, the experimenters began

to punish by shock all random opening of the food box. Thereupon the pig

refused to open the box at all until he heard the dropping of the apple.

When the experimenter then withheld the apple until the pig had opened the

cover, the "pig soon developed a condition resembling the inhibitory type

of experimental neurosis observed by Pavlov in the dog." (I) animal's

neurotic behavior was as follows: (22 )

a) Its responses to the signal were extremely long delayed.

b) It maintained a rigid posture for many ninutes at a time even

remaining ebliviouB when a piece of apple was placed on ite nose*
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o) Its responses in the laboratory were impuiive, hurried, and

inefficient.

d) Outside the laboratory the pig ohanged from a friendly and

doeile animal to a surly and pugnaeious one.

4. Experimental Neurosis in the Cat.

Kam (13 ) deseribes the behavior of a eat whioh, after mastering

the double alternation temporal maze to a eriterion of 90 per eent oorreot

responses, broke down. This breakdown consisted of whimpering and ex-

tended hesitation at ohoioe points. Later its behavior was eharaoterised

by refusal to work, soratohing at the doors and wire mesh which oovered

the apparatus and meowing and urinating at the ohoioe points. Such disturb -

anoes had not been noted before the o iset of the disruption of the learn-

ing. In addition, the oat's mase behavior reverted to a pattern that had

appeared during -the early stages of training and had finally given way

to the double alternation response*

These responses, the author concludes,

... indicate that, in the presence of a difficult problem,

the normal relations between exoitation and inhibition were

so upset that the eat eould no longer perform double alterna-

tion. Furthermore, the animal apparently attempted to re-

solve the conflict by regressing to a lower-order habit, per-

sisting in this despite the faot that optimal conditions of

adjustment did not result. (pp. 691-592)

6. Experimental Neurosis in the Bird.

Bajandurow (S5)reports results obtained while working with

birds. (Speeies unspeoified in the reference) A harnessed bird was

conditioned to give a leg extension response to show differentiation

between the visual stimulus of a eirole and an elipse. Differentiation

was learned in progressively fewer trials as the experiment proceeded

though the difference between the elipse and the eirole was constantly
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reduced. However, a point was reaohed at whioh the bird's behavior

abruptly ohanged. It became extremely axeitad and was unable ta

differentiate even between previously mastered stimuli. Partial restraining

was possible.

The author also notes that similar results were obtained with

two other birds using as contrasting stimuli a eirole and a polygon, the

number of whose sides was progressively increased in succeeding parts of

the experiment.

6. Experimental Neurosis in the Hat.

a) Lashley (15)

While attempting to determine the limits of visual discrimi-

nation in the white rat, Lashley had been making his animal discriminate

between two stimulus cards, one of ahioh displayed a horisontal line

and the other a vertical line. He began by using lines of 2 x 60 mm.

and ttien gradually equated the length and width of the stimulus figures

until he reached a limit where the "line" was 20 x 30 mm. Up to thia

point, the animal learned the discrimination without undue difficulty.

After the first day's work with the 20 x 30 mm. reotangles,

when 18 out of 20 trials were oorreot, the form of the

stimuli was changed as a control. With the new forms,

there was 60 per eent of error, showing that perception of

form was i volved in the former reaotion, but unfortunately

this short interruption was sufficient to break up the

association and in the next 300 trials there was 45 per cent

of error with oomplete loss of attention, U>. 330;

Later attempts to restrain the animal to discriminate the figure, which

it had previously mastered proved unsuccessful.

Bare then is a picture of an animal whioh had learned a

specific behavior and then when faced by sn un.olv.bla problem, that anW

broke down. After this breakdown, it proved incapable of reacting ade-

quately to habits previously mastered.
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Unfortunately Leshley does not report just what the "new forms" of

stimuli were which he substituted and whioh proved to be the oruoial pre-

cipitating factor in 1he animal's breakdown.

To the best of the present author's knowledge, this report of

Lashley'. is the first recorded instance of behavior in any infra-human or-

ganism which can be desoribed as experimental neurosis. However, it was

evidently not reoognixed as such by Ashley or any of the workers that

followed him. It was not until more than a score of years later that men-

tion is made in the literature of experimental neurosis in the rat.

b) Hall (9)

Approaohin the problem of abnormal psychology from the comparative

psychologist's point of view. Hall, in 1933, proposed

That there are neurotic rats oan be attested to by every Investigator

in this field. *hy then should not these neurotic rats give us some

hint as to the causal faotors involved in all neurotio behavior? <p. I)

In order to illustrate his meaning, Hall describes five "neurotio" rats

that he had oV served whose neurotioism consisted of hesitancy and

indeeision when made to circumvent a wire mesh Varrier in order to reach food.

Other "normal" rats in the same situation accomplished this easily and with

precision*

e) Hamilton and Kreohev.ky (10

)

In an effort to study the phenomenon of "regression," these inves-

tigator, trained their animals in a position habit. They then reversed the

training and when partial reversal had begun they administered an electric

shock (as an emotional situation). Host of their animal, thereupon "regressed"

to the previously learned position habit, the remaining animal, fixated on

a previously unnoted response.

Since "Regression may be defined a. a reversion to an earlier.
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well-e.tabli.hed mode of bchevio; and persistence in that mode despite the

relatiTe inefficiency of that behavior in solving the problem confronting

the organism," it beeomes evident that to all intents and purposes, these

animals had developed experimental neuroses, sinoe they evinced a disruption

of learning following an intervening emotional conflict,

d) Cook (3, 4)

/dapting the Pavlov conditioning procedure to suit the work

on an animal as small as the white rat, Cook strapped his animals to a stand

which permitted no movement except that of flexing the right foreleg.

Und*r certain conditions such a flexion was rewarded with a

food pellet; under other conditions it was punished with an

electric shock. Observations indicated that the animals ex-

perienced two principle stresses! the first, when they were

required to delay the food-bringing flexion until they re-

ceived a bright-light stimulus | the seoond, when they were

required to make very difflouit discriminations between a bright

light stimulus which permitted a food-bri .ging flexion and a

dim light stimulus which prohibited suoh a flexion on pain of

shock, (p. 646)

Under these conditions, three of a group of six animals developed disorders

of behavior. Th* patterns of behavior in each of those animals differed

from one to the other, but all of them were sufficiently abberrant and

maladaptive to be considered manifestations of an experimental neurosis.

e) Maier (25, 26, 27, 40)

Using the Lashley jumping technique, Maier (26, 40) trained his

animals to discriminate between, and to jump *o the larger of, two circles.

After the discrimination became well established, the training procedure

was altered so that neither oard was consistently "correct." The jump to

a eard which had previously been correct might now prove to be oorreet

cr incorrect, the order of correctness being determined by a ohanee order

sequence. The result of subjecting the animal, to these situations was

that they developed a rigidly fix* position habit. The animal, were the*
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confronted with a ai igle stimulus eard and naithar the initial discriminating

behavior nor the position habit wee rewarded so that what the animal waa

actually feeing waa a no solution problem. Shis situation resulted in the

animal's developing e ebrong rselstaaee to Junping. ^ blast ef air en the

stand from whleh the antra* 1 was to Jump was than introduced to force the

Jumping response*

The result of ti is rooedure waa that some of the animals assumed

unusual, stereotyped Jumping patterne. Other animals "oeoaped" from the

oonfliot situation by becoming neurotic. Such neurotic behavior consisted of

leaping oonstantly from the tost platform, falling to the floor, and becoming

convulsive. In some instances, these apasma g«re way to a paasive state

whioh seemed very similar to that usually described in humans as oerea

floxibllita. . fhe animal would maintain odd impressed postures. *ho

neurotic animals shea returned to their eagee and litter mates, behaved

reticently and renained in the background.

In his Studies of Abnormal Behavior In The I at (26) Maier presents

detailed case histories of nine aueh rat. which emhtt lted violently disturbed

behavior.

7, Experimental Neurosis in the Ape.

e) Qellerman (8)

In conjunction with his report on tests of form discrimination

that the author conducted en chimpanse... "•U.rman mention, that one of

hi. chimpan.ee Wbjecte. when put to solving a dl.orimin.tion hard* than

the on. ho had werked on "get ft* half of hi. 20 trial, .orreet. He mad. a

big fu» tor about ten trial, and attested to tear the for. frem. apart.

Ee took • long time tc finish the .eric, of triele."
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b) Jaoobaen, W0ife# ft Jaokson (12)

While investigating the role of the frontal association areai In

female ohimpansees, the author incidentally encountered, and reports, a

oaae of experimental neurosis. In a test

... of reoent memory the animal was given an opportunity to
observe the experimenter oonoeal a pieoe of food under one of
two eups . An opaque soreen was then lowered between the animal
and the test objeot, and after an interval ranging from a few
seconds to several minutes, the subjeot was permitted to ohoose
between the two oups. (pp. 8-9)

The animal had no diffioulty with the problem when the two

oups were about thirty inches apart and presented before a variegated back-

ground. When the distance between the two cups was reduced to about

ten inches and a uniform grey background introduced, the animal's behavior

became markedly emotional*

Violent temper tantrums after a mistake were not infrequent
occurrences. She observed olosely loading of the cup with
food, and often whimpered softly as the cup was plaoed over
the food. If the experimenter lowered or started to lower
the opaque door to exclude the animal's view of the oups, she
immediately flew into a temper tantrum, rolled on the floor,
defaoated and urinated. After a few suoh reactions during
the training period, the animal would make no further responses
to this test, although she responded eagerly if examined on dif-
ferent problems. Trai ing on this situation was continued dally
for three weeks. At the beginning, the animal had been eager to
come to the experiment room, and when released from the living
quarters ran to the transfer cage, opened the door and entered.
But by the end of this period, it was necessary to drag the ani-
mal from the living oage, and in turn foroe it into the experi-
ental cage. (p. 9)

It proved possible to retrain the animal to the experimental

situation.

Repetition of the procedure after extirpation of one frontal area

again resulted in an experimental neurosis. Again it was possible to retrain

the animal, but when the animal, as a bilateral preparation, was again sub-

jected to the same prooedure, no emotional behavior could be elicited no

matter how long it was subjeoted to the unsolvable problem situation*



8. Experimental Neurosis in Man.

a) Krasnogorsky (37, 38 )

Krosnogorsky reports that Panferov produced a temporary dis-

turbance or a so-called experimental neurosis in a normal child of six

years when he attempted to develop a differential C.R. between a

metronome of 144 beats and one of a slower tempo whose rate was gradually

speeded up until it had reaohed a rate of 132 beats per minute. At this

point, the ohild showed no traoe of differentiation. In addition to this,

the old differential C.R. to the easier problems was lost and the general

behavior of the ohild was described as "rude, fights, disobedient, exoited,

yawns, closes eyes, falls asleep."

Similar findings are reported by Krosnogorsky as having been

obtained by Siriatsky when the latter attempted to have a ohild differentiate

between two olose tactual stimuli. In the same paper, (56 ) Krosnogorsky

reports that Halutina-Zinserling obtained a temporary disturbance in the

behavior and the C.R. of a six-year old when the administration of food (the

conditioning stimulus) was delayed longer than usual. A previously stable

C.R. to a metronome with a five-second delay was disrupted when a 30-second

dolay was attempted. *hif was finally relearned, however, but when the

delay was again increased to sixty seconds, the C.R. was again disrupted and

the ohild refuwed to go to the laboratory or fell asleep.

b) Wolowick (55 )

Wolowiok observed, and reoorded, findings oomparable to that

reported by Krosnogorsky on a ten-year old paralytio child who had been

trained to give five different C.R. »s to as many different stimuli. A

conflict situation elicited disruptions of, and modifications in the C.R.'s

of the type that have been labelled the ultra-paradoxioal phase of the C.R.
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o) Lundholm (23 )

Approaohing the problem more from a psyohiatrio angle than the

by now conventional experimental one, Lundholm reoords four instances of

"laboratory neurosis."

(1) he had oonditioned one subject to withdraw the finger from

an eleotrle oontaot on the flashing of a small lamp. A post-

hypnotic suggestion was then given that the subjeot was to respond

only to every fourth light signal and not to the intervening three

signals. This the subjeot did. When questioned the subjeot explained

his behavior by saying that he did not see the other light flashes.

This funotional blindness the author interprets as a neurosis

having a symptom of the hysterioal type.

(2) Lundholm repeated the above situation but gave additional

emphasis during hypnosis that the subjeot was going to see "the light

flashes three times without feeling the shook." Post-hypnotioally

the subjeot gave the C.F. every fourth time. During the intervening

three signals ...

He sometimes withdrew his finger, so etimes made an inoipient
withdrawal or a jerk, nnd so etimes did not respond at all. During

the whole period of the experiment he showed in addition the most

evident signs of disoomfort (restlessness, perspiration, moaning).

(p. 128)

In referenoe to this oase he states that the ...

. . , experiment, if my interpretation is correct,

is particularly interesting because it evokes in the human

being a phenomenon similar to the one Professor Pavlov

has produced in his dogs by setting up a conflict between

excitatory and inhibitory stimulations, (p. 130)

(3) In a third subjeot, in whom it had not been possible to

build up a oonditioned finger withdrawal to tiie click of a sound

hammer, it was suggested during hypnosis that he "pay strong attention"

to the cl*ok. After waking he was instructed to ignore the click.

The results werei
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(a) "a general lowering of the vital level," dullness

and iodifferenoe

(b) "a eoraplete amnesia during the experimental period

for the instruction given in the waking state. . .
"

(c) \ . . a very peouliar rapid fading of the memory of

the total experiment. .

(4) Five subjects had aoquired a finger withdrawal C.R. to

the flashing of a small lamp. A post-hypnotio suggestion was

given to the effect that the C.R. was to be given to the oliok

of a sound hammer. In all five subjects the C,R, was thus

elicited by the olick. Two of the five reported feeling the shook

at the sound of the oliok, and one of these two even hallucinated

the light flash.

The author likens t is spontaneous hallucinating to that

occurring in the various conditions of mental derangement*

d) Hamlin (ll)*

Hamlin used nine institutionalised adult imbeciles with LI.A.'s very

olose to five years* Four of these were trained on a differential discrimination

problem In which a large black square and a s all black square were gradually

equated in suooessive experiments until a sucoessful discrimination could no

longer be made. Another four were both negatively and positively conditioned

to the same situation. The ninth subject was put on a problem, the solution

Of ifliioh was never explained to him. From the report of the experiment, it would

seem that the problem was never solved*

* The Inclusion of ttiis material in the final draft is conditional upon the

permission and approval of Mr. Roy Hamlin who was kind enough to send the present

writer a copy of his unpublished paper, but with the proviso that it be not

quoted except as he might permit after seeing the nature of the quotation*
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In addition to the nine subjects used there were four subjeots

whose reactions were noted for control purposes.

Of the nine experimental subjects, three showed definite though

minor behavioral disturbanoeg. They were ehronic to the extent that they

continued throughout the experiment. Slight degrees of disturbances were

shown by three others, while the last three subjects showed no, or almost no

disturbances at all*

The mildness of the disturbances was in lerge measure due to the

procedure itself since the experimenter, mindful of the fact thot he was

working with human beings, halted the experiment in any instance where the

disturbance reaction beoame too marked or gross.

The reaction disturbances noted were found to be classifiable under

four headings*

(1) Escapisms*

This included hurrying from the experimental room after

sessio reluctanoe to go to the experimental room, or outright

refusal to continue with the experiment. Some of the subjects

attempted to run away from the institutio ., oomplaining of illness

whioh interfered with the session, or were overly sleepy before

the experiments*

The oontrolled subjects showed fewer of these symptoms than did

the experimental subjeots*

(2) Restlessness and Uncertainty

This took the form of hesitancy, restlessness, fidgeting

and continual hand-rubbing during the experimental sessions.

(3) Inefficiency

Three of the subjects showed poor performance toward the

end of the experiment on tasks which they had performed well



towards the beginning. One subject, whose "mouth structure

seemed partly responsible for a tendency to drool which he

usually controlled," lost this control during two of the

later sessions and drolled markedly*

(4) Speoifio Disturbanoe Symptoms

Increased tension, marked tremor of the hands, whining,

grunti ig, yawning, swearing, deorease in responsiveness and

oooperativeness and general exaggerated reactions were evinced

by the subjects throughout the later experimental sessions*



B. Analysis of Literature

Trie material which has been presented in the preceding pages

may be analyzed in one of two ways: by taking eaoh of the studies re-

ported and subjecting it to careful sorutiny and evaluation, or by an

over-all analysis and subsequent synthesis of the findings of all the

studies together. The latter is the method whioh seems more suitable for the

present purpose.

The material will be examined under two headings >

1. Factors in the Etiology of Experimental Neurosis*

Then all the preceding observations and experimental findings are

examined, it is found that in all of them one basio similarity holds. Ihe

condition under which experimental neuroses appears 1st

Subjection of the organism to a situation vjhere it is_ forced to

make one of two or more mutually antagonistic reactions in response to a

stimulus which Is either equivocal or multivalent in nature .

This epitomizing of the oondition under which experimental neurosis

occurs is not a mere rephrasing of those given by Cook (4), Liddell et.

al, (21), Maier ( 26 ), and i'avlov (28, 30).* It defines the neurosis pre-

cipitation situation by specifieally denoting the nature of the factors that

enter into its make-up. It underscores the following aspects

«

a) The animal must reaet.

b) It is permitted to make only one of several possible

responses

•

* The following characterizations by the experimenters referred to are

presented for the purpose of comparison.
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e) Bie responses between which it must ohoose are mutually

antagonistic .

d) Bie reaction-initiating stimulus is either equivocal (in that

the animal cannot discriminate as to whether it is to give

one or another responso) or multivalent (in that it tends to

elicit at the same time two or more antagonistic responses).

"3hile the first three of these aspeets have at one time or another

been pointed out by previous workers, this definition attempts to synthesize

the various faotors that play causal roles in the experimental neurosis into

one homogeneous and (it is hoped) comprehensive whole,

£. The Symptomatology of Experimental Neurosis.

In direct contrast to the comparative homogeneity of the neurosis-

precipitating situation is the variety if resetion phenomena which have been

reported as experimental neurosis. Not only has the nature of the responses

Cook (4)

Hhen presented over a period of time with a single stimuli*

or simultaneous stimuli to mutually antagonistic responses, a

certain proportion of white rats will develop an •experimental

neurosis' . . . Tt is neoessary to the development of an

•experimental neurosis* that activity other than that of the

responses utilised in the distressful situation be very limited."

(p. 308)

Liddell et. al. (21)
"... experimental neurosis ... develops in the course of

conditioned reflex experiments because the conditioned animal

cannot, through procrastination and evasion, avoid making difficult

deoisions." (p. 361)

Llaler (26)

Points out that his animals exhibited violently disturbed behavior

as a result of being forced to reaot after all available modes of re

action had been removed.

Pavlov (28)

"Broadly, we can regard these disturbances as due to a conflict be-

tween the processes of excitation and inhibition which the oortex

finds difficult to resolve." (p. 302)
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identified as "experimental neurosis " differed from species to species, but

even in the same species it has been found (4) that "the symptoms of

» experimental neurosis* may assume a different form from ono animal to the

next." Because of this it becomes veil nigh i possible to evolve a

classification which will cover all the various reaction patterns and

still keep each of these patterns intaot . It is possible, however, to

classify the specifio segments of experimental neurosis behavior under the

following categories

:

a) Exoitement ~ emotional outbursts, loss of normal control and

inhibition.

b) Disruption of habitual or previously learned behavior,

o) Antagonistic attitude to the experimental setup,

d) Perseverative or stereotypic responses.

e) Hesitancy and indcoision.

f) Lethargy.

An examination of all experiments presented in the first part of

this section shows that every case of "neurotio n behavior, when carefully

examined, can be included under one or more of the headings in the above

classifications,* The one dubious exception is the oase of "functional

blindness" reported by Lundholm (23) and even this might with some justi-

fication be put in Group a.

* It must be remembered that the behavior reactions dealt with in the classi-

fication can be rightly included only when they are "abnormal in extent or

mode of expression. As a criterion of abnormality no better can be presented

in this connection than the triple one given by Cook (4) thati ^_
- Abnormal behavior must be maladaptive behavior . . . Abnormal uvior

must, further, be beiuxvior which involves a change in a given

g&ggBggg ..." SrVBSaa behavior, finally, must also

be behavior which oersists at least as long as the animal is in

periodic contact with the preoipitating situation ... lp.
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One other aspeot of the o lass ifioation might be tentatively brought

up. As presented, it gives not only a oategorio subdivision of the various

behavior segments but a possible delineation of the oourse of events in the

development of an experimental neurosis. As reported by nost -workers, the

animal which develop? an experimental neurosis when first confronted with

the crucial situation, usually first evinces a strong emotional outburst

in which random behavior is very narked. This outburst, by its very nature,

interferes with and finally disrupts the animal's more "nornal" behavior pat-

terns. Conoommittant with this disruption the animal becomes negatively

conditioned to the entire experimental situation since its responses bring it

punishment. In an effort to find some adequate responses the animal may

at this point either "ignore" all but one stimulus and consistently r espond

in a single stereotyped way or may vaoillate between several possible re-

sponses showing hesitancy and indecision. Failing to solve (or resolve)

the conflicting situation, the animal finally oeases responding to the

stimuli altogether, remaining quiet and lethargic.

This tentative outline of the development of the experimental neurosis

would seem to negate the previous statement, that the pattern of neurosis dif-

fers from animal to animal. Actually it does not. .That is indicated here

is that in the various cases reported, the experimental neurosis elicited was

of differing degrees and intensity, terminating at different levels of the

above-proposed scheme. In addition, the differences between the experimental

setups in the various experiments pprmitted specifically different "random" and

"neurotic" reactions to be oalled forth. Finally, the structural as well as be-

havioral differences between the different species worked with, as well as

between individual organisms within even the same speoies, tended to make the

reaction patterns of each organism unique and individual as regards the nature

of the specific symptoms elicited.



III. Present Investigation
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A. Statement of Problem

The present report oonsists of two experiments. Their

purpose was to make a study of the etiology and development of

experimentally-induoed "neurotic behavior" in the white rat. Sinoe

Pavlov, and many investigators after him, had found that "experi-

mental neurosis" resulted when en animal was foroed to make a

differential response to two stimuli in whioh the difference was be-

yond the animal's limen of differentiation, the writer deeided to

force his animals to make a response to differential visual stimuli

up to and beyond eaoh animal's ability to differentiate. An acourate

and complete record of all the animals' behavior was kept. The aim

was to obtain, insofar as possible, a quantitative record and

analysis of each animal's behavior up to and during the period of

the appearance of "neurotio behavior."

It is neeessary, at this point, to define the term, "neurotio

behavior," as used in this paper. Throughout, it refers to any_ be-

havior of the animal whioh is inadequate for the situation in whioh

it finds itself when it has previously demonstrated its ability to

react adequately in'similar situation . This definition, it seems, is

not incompatible with those given by Cook (5.4,5,6 ), Maier (25) and

Stogdill (33). It simply stresses the "aberrant" character of

"experimental neurosis."

Sinoe the two experiments considered here differed in many

basic respects, they will be reported separately.
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B. Experiment Number One

1. Subjects

The subjects used in this experiment were seven male albino rats.

At the tins that the experiment was begun (4/14/39) four of the animals,

D-l, D-2, D-3, and D-4 (litter mates) were 17 weeks and one day oldj two

of the animals, E-l and E-2 (litter mates) were 16 weeks end five days old)

and the remaining animal 7*1 was 14 weeks old. These animals were raised on a

normal Pox Chow diet at the Nutrition Animal Laboratory at Massachusetts State

College and were derived from Wistar Institute stock.

From a week before the aotual beginning of the experiment until its

conclusion, the animals were oared for and handled by the experimenter solely.

They wore kept in a veil ventilated, temperature-controlled room. Each animal

had a separate wire mesh living oage. The animals were fed only during and

immediately after each day*s experimentation. Exoept as noted later, they re-

mained well and healthy throughout the period of experimentation. The experi-

ment lasted for 18 weeks.

2. General Method

Using a modified Lashley jumping apparatus, the animals were first

trained to jump across a 9" gap and through a 6
n X 6" aperture to a platform

where they received a food reward. The aperture was then blocked with a white

card having a black circle painted upon it and the animals were taught to jump

across the 9" gap, against the oard (which immediately snapped out of the way)

and to the platform where they reoeived a food reward.

It was then attempted to hare each animal learn a differential response

to a circle and a square presented successively (i^o. temporally) in random

order. If the animal jumped at the aperture when «ie card bearing the circle

was displayed, the card snapped automatically out of the way, permitting the
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rat to land on the platform and reoeive a food reward. A jump when the eard

bearing the square was presented resulted in the rat's banging his nose against

the blocked eard and falling to a net below. It was desired that the animals

learn to give a positive ( i.e . excitatory) jump response to one stimulus ~ a

circle, and a negative (i.e . inhibitory) response to a second stimulus — a

square.*

This method was used for the first forty series of daily sessions

(about five hundred trials)-. Throughout the period of training, none of the

rats showed any evidence of being able to master the situation.** This approach

was therefore abandoned.

For the following sixty sessions (nine hundred trials) an attempt was

made to train the animals to differentiate between a circle and a triangle pre-

sented simuSnneously. The animals were made to jump across a 10" gap to one

of two apertures which were blooked by white oards with a oirole figure on one

and at first a square and later a triangle on the other. The positive and

negative stimuli wore shifted from left to right aeoording to the ohanoe order

suggested by Oellermann (65) . "When tire animal jumped at the aperture in which

the card bearing the circle was displayed, the card snapped automatically out of

the way, permitting the rat to land on the platform to receive a food reward. A

jump at the aperture which was blooked by the eard with the square or triangle

upon it resulted in the rat*s banging ifcs nose against the eard and falling to

a net bolow.

* Had the animals mastered this differentiation, which they never did, they would

then have been made to differentiate between a oirole and an hexagon, then a circle

and an octagon, a circle and a decagon, etc., until the animals would no longer

have been able to "tell the difference" between the circle and the multi-sided

polygon.

** This corroborates Lashlsy's finding. (15) to the effect that the albino rat

cannot differentiate between a oirole and a square of equal sUe and light

intensity.
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Experimentation with this group of seven animals was discontinued

aftor the 100th session (about 1400 trials in all) since none of them showed

any clear evidence of figure discrimination. The host any of them had

accomplished was to discriminate between an aperture that was blocked by a

stimulus card (regardless of the figure upon it) and an open unobstructed

stimulus aperture.

Towards the end all but one of the animals showed various signs or

symptoms of neurosis (which will be listed under "Findings") hr± since the

procedure of training for differentiation was altered several times during

the course of the experiment it was thought advisable to repeat the entire

experiment with fresh animals and a more constant and oarefully controlled

experimental procedure,

3. Apparatus

The apparatus (See Pig. 1.), a modified form of the Lashley Jump-

ing Apparatus, (66, 71) consisted oft

a) A Jumping Stand (J.S.) upon which was mounted a jumping box (J.B.).

One-half inch above the floor of this jumping box was a wire grid (J.B.G.)

which was connected to the secondary coil of an Harvard inductorium (not

shown in figure). The primary coil of the inductorium (set at 5 cm. coil-

overlap-adjustment) was connected in series to a 1.55 volt Eveready dry cell

and a knife switch the closing of which sent a tetanising current through

the jumping box grid. The entrance (En.) and exit (Ex.) of the jumping box

were olosed by two metal sliding "gates" (En.Ga. and Ex.0a.). Mounted on

the jumping stand, immediately above the jumping box, waa a spotlight (S.L.)

with a 60 Watt frosted bulb pointed directly toward, the stimulus aperture,

in the stimulus stand. Except for the grid in the jumping box and *• spot-

light, the entire stand and box were painted a dead slate^laok.

») A Stimulus Stand (S.S.) in which two 6" X 6" stimulus aperture. (S.A.)



Pig. 1. CONDITIONING APPARATUS

(See next page)



Pig. It CONDITIONING APPARATUS

(Modified after Lashley)

En. ——- Entrance to Jumping Box
En. Ga. — Entrance Gate to Jumping Box
Ex. Exit from Jumping Box
Ex, Ga. — Exit Gate from Jumping Box
J . B . —- Jumping Box
J. S. —— Jumping Stand
J. B. G. - Jumping Box Grid.
L. P. Landing Platform
M. ——. Mirror
N. G. —- Net Guard
S. A. —- Stimulus Aperture
S. L. Spot Light
S.N. Safety Net
S. N. G. - Safety Net Grid
S. S. —- Stimulus Stand
T. ——— Tunnel

(See text for explanation)



Fig. 1. CC1JDITI0NIN0 APPARATUS
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were out so that the bottom edges were at the same level as the jump-

ing box. On the baok of the composition board of which this stimulus stand

was constructed, and Immediately above each of the stimulus stand apertures,

were fastened two small "L" shaped metal thumbs. At the top of the stimulus

aperture frame, centrally placed above each of the stimulus apertures, was

a hook-eye. To this hook-eye was fastened a rubber band from which Hie

stimulus oard was suspended. When in use, the stimulus oard was pulled down

to the stimulus aperture until the top edge of the stimulus oard caught be-

neath the metal thumbs. Only a very slight pressure from the front was re-

quired to dislodge the stimulus card from underneath these metal thumbs

which action immediately caused the stimulus oard to snap up and out of the

way of the stimulus aperture. If, however, it was required that the oard

should not snap out of the way when pressure was applied to it, a metal bar

was placed behind It so that it was not possible to push the card out from

beneath the metal thumbs*

The landing platform (L.P. ) was mounted behind the stimulus aper-

tures (i.e. facing away from the jumping box) and at the same level as their

lower edges. It was on this platform that the animal landed after eaoh

successful jump through one of the stimulus apertures and it was on this

that it found the food reward in a small glass tray. The food reward was

bread steeped in fresh, whole milk*

Mounted in front of the stimulus apertures (i.e. facing towards

the jumping box) was a tunnel-like guard (T.) which discouraged the animal's

jumping to a side or above the stimulus aperture. Also in front of the

stimulus aperture, and 20 inches below their lower edge was the safety net

(S.N.) into which -the animal fell after each unsuccessful jump. After the

first 52 sessions, this net was wired with a grid (S.N.Q.) oonnooted to a

Harvard induotorium (Set at 0 cm. coil-overlap adjustment and energized by
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a 1.55 volt Weady dry cell.) Thug an unsuccessful jump was punished not

only by falling to tho not but. in addition, by « two-seconds .hook when

the animal landed in tho not. In ordor to prevent tho animal fro* jumping

or falling off the odge of tho safety not. it was protootod by three ton.

inoh high not guards (N.G.). At tho top of tho stimulus stand a mirror (M.)

was mounted so that tho experimenter, standing behind tho jumping stand,

oould view the animal on the landing platform without himself being soon.

Tho entire stimulus stand, except for tho wires of the safety net grid, was

painted a dead slate-black.

o) Stimulus Cards vrero each made of hoary weight brietol board and measured

6e Inches in width and 7* inohes in height. Each was suspended from tho

center of its top edge by a rubber band. The stimulus figure was drawn

upon the card with black India ink and was so placed that when the eard was

placed behind the 6" X 6" aperture in the stimulus stand, the center of tho

stimulus figure was at tho oenter of the stimulus aperture. Eaoh stimulus

figure, whether circle, square, or triangle had the same area — four square

inohes. Eaoh stimulus card had a positive stimulus upon one side and tho

negative stimulus upon its other side. It was thus possible to change from

a negative to a positive stimulus by simply reversing tho same oard. and also

eliminated the possibility of the animal's responding to olfactory cues. Tho

stimulus figures used are illustrated in Fig. 2.

d) Miscellaneous

A metronome sot at 60 beats per minute was kept going throughout

the time that the animal was in tho experimental laboratory. This metronome

beating served two purposes i one, it tended to drown out any incidental

noises i and two, it enabled tho experimenter to time tho various steps in

the procedure by subvocally counting tho metronome boats,

Tho experiments were carried out in a room whloh was fairly well

darkened, the only illumination oamine from the spotlight on the stimulus



Pig. 2. STIMULUS FIGURES

Used In Experiment No* 1*
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atand and a lowered desk lamp on the table to the aide of the apparatus.

4. Procedure

a) Sesalone Ho. 1 to 40

(1) Preliminary Behavior Teata

Each animal was first taken from its living oage, plaoed

on a aoale, and weighed. The extent of:

(a) Ita Activity On the Scale, aa well aa ita weight waa

noted and immediately recorded. It was then plaoed in

a carrying case (which waa used to transport the animals

from their living eages to the laboratory) and taken to the

laboratory. In the laboratory, the animal waa)

(b) Plaoed On Its Back in the experimenter's right hand for

five seconds and the extent of ita activity noted

j

(o) Taken From the Carrying Caae and lt8 degree of activity,

while being removed from the carrying case noted)

(d) Held In the Left Hand and restrained by cupping-over with

the right hand for five seconds, and the degree of reaia-

tanoe noted)

(e) Held (suspended) By The Tail for five seconds, and the ex-

tent of its thrashing and struggling noted)

(f ) Plaoed On The Landing Platform (of the stimulus stand)

directly over the food tray and its eating behavior noted

for five seconds. The food tray was then removed and the ex-

tent of the animal's

(g) General Activity for the next fifteen seoonds on the plat-

form waa noted. During theae fifteen aeconda, the ex-

perimenter reoorded the extent of activity in teats (b)

to (g). The animal was now removed from the landing plat-

form and placed in the jumping box preliminary to the
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first trial of the experiment proper,

(2) Familiarization With Experimental Situation

The first dayt. session was limited to the g lying of

the above preliminary behavior tests (b) to (g) at the conclusion

of which each animal was permitted to eat to satiety and was then

returned to its living oage. The succeeding sessions were direct-

ed towards thei

(3) Mastery of the Jumping Technique (towards one stimulus-aper-

ture only)

The Jumping stand was so placed that the exit opening of

the jumping box was Immediately opposite and three inches distant

from the right stimulus aperture whioh was entirely unobstructed.

A. wide metal strip was placed across the three Inch gap bridging

the distance between the jumping box and the stimulus aperture.

The exit gate was olosed.

(a) The animal was plaoed In the jumping box through the

entrance and the entranoe gate was closed behind it,

(b) The animal was left for fifteen seconds In the olosed

jumping box so as to quiet down after being handled by

E.

(o) The exit gate was then opened and the animal granted

three seoonds in whioh to move out of the jumping box,

across the bridge, on to the landing platform, and so to the

food tray,

(d) If, after the lapse of three seoonds, the animal had not

moved from the jumping box then the primary olrouit of

the induotoriurn was closed giving the animal a totanlsing

shook. The current was left on until the animal left the

box, orossed to the landing platfiftrm, and on to the food tray.
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The number of seconds whioh the animal remained in the box

was recorded.

(e) The animal was permitted to eat for about fire seconds

and was then lifted from the landing platform and plac-

ed in the jumping box, preliminary to the next trial. (A

trial thus included the animal »s behavior from the point when

it was placed in the Jumping box to the point when it was re-

moved from the platform to be again placed in the jumping box

preparatory for the next trial.) Eaoh animal was run 18 trials

daily.

(f ) TJhen the animal had mastered the problem of walking across

the bridge within three seconds after the opening of the

exit gate on three sucoessive trials, the bridge between the

jumping box and the stimulus aperture was removed. The animal

now had to walk aoross the gap without the bridge. The cri-

terion of learning was three successive trials in which the

rat left the box within the first three seconds after the

lifting of the exit gate.

(g) Mastery of the above problem was followed by having the

animal learn to go aoross the inch gap, then a 4 inch

gap, etc., until the animal had learned to jump across a gap

of 9 inohes or better.

(h) When the animal had learned to jump across a nine-inch

gap towards the unobstructed stimulus aperture, it was

next trained to jump at and through the aperture when the

circle stimulus card was in position. This was accomplished

by repeating steps (a) to (e) above with the difference that

now the animal had to jump aoross a nine-inch gap and through

an aperture whioh was gradually closed by placing the stimulus



card in such a way that. In successive trial., it ob.truot-

•4 -ore and more of the aperture. Mastery of the Jumping

technique was followed by training the animals toward,

I Differentiation Between Positive and Negative Stimulus

Figures (presented eeparately in random temporal order)

The Jumping stand was placed with the Jumping box exit

nine inches distant from the right stimulus aperture. The

exit gate was olosod.

(a) While the animal was left for fifteen seconds in the

closed Jumping box to quiet down after being handled

&y E., K. plaoed the stimulus oard in position and oliolced

the aperture bar several times, regardless of whether the

positive (circle) or negative (square) figure was presented.

This last precaution was to prevent the animal's using the

sound of the bar dieting m a ouo indicating that the stimulus

aperture was barred.

(b) The exit gate of the Jumping box was then opened.

If, when the positive stimulus was exposed, the

animal had not Jumped after the lapse of three seconds, it

was given an eleotrio shook until it Jumped against the

stimulus oard, through the aperture, and on to the food re-

ward j thus completing that trial.

Hhen the negative stimulus was exposed, the animal

was granted ten undisturbed seconds either to Jump or not

Jump. If it Jumped, it bumped its nose against the barred

stimulus oard and fell to the net below thus ending that

trial. If the rat had not Jumped after the lapse of the tes

seconds, it was removed from the Jumping box, plaoed near the

food tray on the landing platform and permitted to eat for

about five seconds.
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b) Sessions Wo. 41 to 101

(1) Preliminary Behavior Testa

Eaoh animal was put through the same seven behavior tests

as noted and described under Session No. 1 to 40. except that the

order in whioh they were given was altered somewhat and that in-

stead of desoribing the degrees of activity verbally, they were re-

corded by making a check mark on a six-point scale for eaoh test.

(2) Conditioning towards differentiation between positive and neg-

ative stimuli (presented simultaneously)

The exit of the jumping stand was placed ten inches from and

equidistant between the stimulus apertures. The exit gate was closed,

(a) TOiile the animal was left for fifteen seoonds in the olosed

jumping box so as to quiet down after being handled by E.,

E. recorded the degree of the animal's resistance to being plaoed

in the Jumping box (on a three-point scale), adjusted the stimulus

cards in position and clicked the aperture bar several times in

both directions before finally barring the negative stimulus card.

This extra alicking of the aperture-blocking bar was a necessary

precaution against the animal* a utilising the sound of the olioking

as a oue to the direotion of the negative stimulus,

(b) The exit gate of the jumping box was then opened and the animal

granted three seoonds (this was inoreased to five seconds after

the 63rd session.) in whioh to ehoose and jump either towards the

left or right stimulus oard.

If the animal jumped at the positive stimulus figure, the

card automatically snapped out of the way permitting the animal to



get to the food reward. After fire seconds at the food, the animal was

removed from the landing platform and placed in the Jumping box prepa-

ratory to the next jump.

If the animal Jumped at the negative stimulus figure, it

humped its nose against the barred stimulus eard and fell to the net

below, thus ending that trial.

(o) If after the lapse of three seconds (five seeonds after the 68rd

session) the animal had not moved from the Jumping box, it was given

eleetrio shook punishment through the Jumping beat grid until it Jumped

from the box.

(d) At the oonolusion of eaoh Jumping trial, the experimenter reoorded

the number of seconds the rat spent in the box from the time the

exit gate was opened to the time the animal jumped, the direetion of the

animal's Jump, whether the animal made a successful jump and ate (or un-

successful jump and fell), and any other miscellaneous observations of

aotivity that seemed noteworthy.*

5. Findings

The findings in this experiment are presented here in non-quantitative

form since the prooedure as well as the controls were changed several times

during the experiment and since it was followed by Experiment Number 2 in

which these controls were kept more constant,

a) Animal Number D-l

(l) Preliminary Test Behavior

Shis animal's "General activity on scale" varied considerably

from session to session, the ratings ranging from "Slight" to "Extreme".

There seemed to be no evident relationship between this fluctuation in

*The Method of Recording all data in the experiment is presented in detail
in the Appendix.
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activity and any of the other observed f.otor.. It8 "General aotivity

when taken from ease" varied somewhat for the first 26 session.. After

that the reaction beeame markedly stabilized at a rating of "Muoh" with

only very infrequent fluotuations to "Moderate" or "Extreme". The an-

imal seemed to have adopted a standardised antioipatory approach reac-

tion upon the appearance of B. The "Resistance to being held in hand"

varied somewhat only for the first 10 sessions after which the animal's

reaetion beeame stabilised at a very lew level of activity, rating

"8 light" to "Little". The animal seemed to have become entirely ao-

olimated to handling by E.

Its "Resistance to being held on baok" showed that the animal

never beoame completely aooustomed to restraint. Its reaotions from

day to day varied unpredictably, rating "8 light" to "Muoh". When held

by the tail the animal's reaetion usually rated about "Moderate" or

Muoh", but varied from day to day. Its response to the test for

"Amount eaten on platform" was almost constant throughout the experi-

ment. The animal's eating usually ranked "Moderate" and occasionally

"Muoh". Its "General aotivity on platform" also remained fairly con-

stant at about "Moderate" or "Muoh". During the last 20 sessions,

however, this aotivity fell to a rating of "Little" or "Moderate".

(2) Miscellaneous Behavior Noted

(a) Ae the experiment progressed there was an increased amount

of ref "Stance shown by the animal to being placed in the

Jumping box.

(b) The animal tended (luring the latter 60 sessions) to form

T,o£icicn habits and to keep on jumping regardless of

whether it was rewarded or punished* These recurrent position



habit, war. predominantly to the right though tho animal

often form a left-position habit after it was forced tot of the

right-position habit.

(3) Behavior Suggesting Neurosis

(a) Where., during the earlior i#Ml0M ^ ^^ ^
heartiiy after every successful Jump, during the last SO

session., its eating was inhibited and disturbed. It would

land on tho platform after a suooe.sfui Jump, nibble .lowly at

the food for one or two seconds, then hesitantly ealk off to

another part of the platform. It must be remembered that th.

animal was hungry and had not eaten for 24 hour..

(b) Whereas the animal had boon comparatively quiet and dooile

during the earlier sessions, it attempted to bite E«s

hand during tho preliminary behavior tests of Sessions No. 83.

97, and 98.

b) Animal Number D-2

(l) Preliminary Test Behavior

There was a general diminution in this animal's degree of activ-

ity in all the tests as the experiment went on. this was most marked in

its -General activity on platform" in which the animal had shown eonsider.

able exploratory activity during tho early experimental sessions. Begin-

ning with the 28th session, the animal began to show less tendency to bo

aotive when placed on the platform and in Sessions No. 65. 66. 68, 69.

70, 7fc, 84, 90, 95, 97, 98, and 100, the animal remained oompletely

motionless when plaoed on the platform. In most of the latter 40 Ses-

sions, the extent of activity on the platform was wither "Slight" or



"Little"

.

The least marked diminution in amount of aotivlty was in

"General activity when taken from orse." The scoring in this

fluotuated slowly from "Much" to "Little" and baolc to "Moderate"

as the experiment vent on.

The degree of activity in all of the tests fluotuated

unpredictably from day to day. The general trend, however, was,

as stated, downwards.

Miscellaneous Behavior Noted

(a) The animal seemed unable to master the anticipatory jump response

so as to avoid getting the shook. Throughout the experiment, it

waited for the eleetrio. shook before it would Jump. let it did show

evidence of antioipating the shook since it would often squeal just

before the ahook was given.

(b) The jumping reoord seems to indicate that the animal had become

negatively conditioned to the stimulus figure regardless of its

form, and responded aooordingly for the rest of the experiment. It

tried every oonoeivable trick to avoid jumping at the stimulus oard,

from attempting tc climb down the jumping stand, to jumping directly

to the landing net. The most predominant reaction was to attempt to

jump and hold on to the partition between the two stimulus appcrturec.

(c) By the time a reoord was begun to be kept of the resistance to

being placed in the jumping box, (Session 41), the animal had

developed strong resistance to being put in the box by E. This resist-

ance gradually diminished so that by the 59th session the predominant

resistance score was "Moderate". By the 73rd session (at which time the

animal was making fairly adequate jumps) its resistance to the box was

less than "Moderate" but greater than "Slight" only to again go up to
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"Moderate- when the animal mad. 100 per .ent laoorreot re.ponee.. The

resistance remained at thia level to the end.

The negative conditioning due to punishment in the landing net

Tidently beoame generalised so as to include the apparatus a. a whole.

(3) Behavior Suggesting Neurosis

(a) The aapeot of this animal.. brevier which Mt olo.ely approached

"•xperimental neuro.i." was it. inability to r..pond eorreotly to

the no-oard v.. blaok oard discrimination in the 94th session after

di.ruption of it. jumping behavior by the introduction of the oirole-

figure oard v.. the blaok eard discrimination. Thi. though the animal

had r..ponded adequately to the no-oard v.. black oard in Scion.
Ho, 81 to 90.

(b) She general diminution of the amount of the animal*, aotivity

point, to a -lethargy" of the type described by Meier.

Animal iiumber D-3

(l) Preliminary Test Behavior

The animal*, behavior during the tests remained fairly constant

till the introduction of the "Square" .timulu. eard in Session 44. Up to

this point, the animal was very active and resistive when taken from the

•ag. and when held on it. baok. Holding in the hand or Suspension by the

tail gave only "Little- or "Moderate" resistance. On the platform the

animal ate hungrily and explored moderately. In the 44th ....ion (after

previous days run in which the animal had made only one successful jump)

the animal's behavior in all test, increased in intensity and remained

fairly active thereafter till about the last 80 .ess ions during which

the extent of activity gradually diminished. In Session 98 to 100, the

animal showed only "Moderate" "General activity when taken from case" and

"Amount eaten on platform". All the ether tests scored either "Little" or

"Slight."
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In retest Session 101, taken a week after the disoont~inuation

•f training, the animal evinced "Much" activity in its "General activity

on scale", "General activity when taken from scale", "Amount oaten on

platform" and "General activity on Platform. 1
' The tost* for "Resist-

ance to being held in hand" and "on bowk" evoked "Little" activity!

while the animal 1 s activity when "Hold by tail" was "Hodorato". this

activity during the retest, it will be noted was very close to the

animal* s reactions during the earlier experimental sessions*

(2) Miscellaneous Behavior ifoted

(a) Unlike the other animals, this animal never evinced any

particular resistance to being placed in the jumping box*

(b) The animal easily mastered the anticipatory jump response

rarely waiting for the shook before jumping* Even towards

the end, when the unsolved problem brought punishment again and

again after each inearroot jump, the animal still spent little

time in the jumping box after the opening of the exit gate.

(5) Behavior Suggesting Neurosis

Sone of the minor disturbances noted in this animal lasted for

any length of time but the following are of interest}

(a) In Session 34, after about 80 unsuccessful trial attempts

to solve the circle vs* square stimulus (jump-no-jump)

discrimination, the animal began to run around in oiroles chasing

its tail eaeh of throe times it fell in the net after an incorrect

jump. This behavior was never noted again.

(b) Toward the and, though still eating well on the platform,

the animal's eating after the session became very limited

and inhibited* The animal was quiet and somewhat lethargic in

its movements • This lethargy was even more marked when the



animal mi put back Into Its living cage after the experimental

session, during the latter sessions*

animal clumber D-4

(1) Preliminary Test Behrtior

After the Initial diffidence and unresistlve responses In the first

fear sessions, the animal adopted a fairly constant response to eaoh of the

tests, except that In all of them its extent of activity would lnorease

after any session or sessions In whioh it reeelred an exoess amount of

punishment due to lnoorreet jump responses I and that In the last twenty

sessions, all of the animal's preliminary test responses tended to become

less and less intones* Its average mode of response was a "Moderate"

degree of aotivlty la the tests for "General aotivlty on soale" and

"General activity when taken from oase", "Little" or "Slight" resistance

to "Being held In hand" and "Being held on baek", "Little" or "Moderate"

kloking when "Bold by tail", and "Much" "Eating on platform".

(2) Miscellaneous Behavior Noted

(a) In addition to the stimulus-avoidanoe response of diving down

to the net {described in Appendix B) the animal at various

times attempted to avoid jumping at the stimulus aperture by

jumping either above or to the side of the aperture even though

this always resulted In its falling to the net and receiving a shook.

(b) The time spent in the jumping box was rarely more than the

3 and later 5 seconds given between the opening of the jumping

box gate and the administration of the shook*

(o) The resistance to being plaoed in the jumping box varied con-

siderably being always greatest after the animal had encountered

difficulty (and punishment) in any session or sessions.



(3) Behavior Suggesting Neurosis

The one bit of the animal's behavior that was symptomatio was

a general Inactivity and almost lethargy that It developed after each

session during the last seven sessions* Ihen food was placed beside it,

the animal, though still hungry, Ignored It.

Animal Number E-1

(1) Preliminary Test Behavior

After the initially "timid" and unresisting behavior of the

first week's experimentation, the animal developed a fairly standard

response for each of the preliminary tests. Its "General activity on

soale", "Activity when taken from ease", and "Aotivity on platform," were

usually "Moderate" in degree. Its eating was voracious and was scored

under "Muoh". It offered "Slight" or "Little" resistance to "Being held

In the hand" or "Being held on its back." It evinced muoh kicking and

flexing aotivity when held by the tail. Variations in these reactions

showed themselves following those sessions in which the animal encountered

difficulties in its jumping trials. After such "difficult" sessions, all

of the animal* s reactions to these tests rose in intensity. These fluotua

tions, however, were only temporary In nature* The most marked long-time

trend In the animal's reactions was noued during the last 26 sessions*

The animal here had been, unsuccessfully attempting to solve the circle vs*

triangle differentiation. During this period, the degree of Intensity

of the animal's reactions to the behavior tests consistently diminished.

By the 60th session, its eating behavior had become hesitant and "fearful"

Its general activity on the platform was scored at "Little" and its resist

anoe to being held either in the hand or on its baak was only "Slight".

By the STth session, it had stopped eating on the platform entirely,

squatting motionless over the food tray in which it showed no Interest.

Its general aotivity when plaoed on the soale or when taken from the ease

was "Little" or "Moderate" . By end of the experiment it was evlnoing no



eating or activity on the platform, only Might" turning of the head
when held on the hand or on its back. "Little" activity « the .,ale or
when taken from the ease and "little" or "moderate" kicking when held

by the tail.

(2) Miscellaneous Behavior Noted

(a) Up to and including the 65th session, the animal consistently

showed almost no resistance to being piaeed in the box.

During the 65th session, it made a moderate resi.tanoe each time

it wa. placed in the box. This moderate resistance continued

consistently until the 73rd session. In this and the next two

sessions in which it solved the circle vs. black eard discrimina-

tion, its resistance to being placed in the jumping box again

vanished. The subsequent subjecting of the animal to what proved

to be the unsolvable circle vs. triangle discrimination immediatelj

caused the animal to show consistent moderate resistance in all

the trials that followed.

(b) Throughout the last 60 sessions of the experiment, the ani-

mal reacted in a manner which showed that it had formed an

extremely strong position habit to the right. This evidently was

the result of the right stimulus apperture only having been used

in the first 40 Sessions.

(5) Behavior Suggesting Neurosis.

(a) The behavior of this animal most symptomatic is its gradual

diminution and final cessation of eating on the landing

platform during the preliminary tests. Conoammitant with this

development was a diminution in the animal* s eating after each

successful trial jump. Whereas at first the animal ate hungrily

when it landed on the platform after eaoh Jumpj during the later
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20 sessions, the animal would usually land on the platform, nibble at

the food, look around hesitantly and then slowly nibble again. In the

last seven sessions, the animal sometimes oven walked away from the food

tray after nibbling at it and then remained motionless in one oomer of

the landing platform.

(b) As indicated above, all of the animal* s aetivities during the

preliminary behavior tests diminished during the last 26 sessions

of the experiment. This diminution was most marked in its activity an the

landing platform. Here from a "normal" moderate exploratory aetivity,

it finally reached the point where it tat motionless and oringing, dis-

regarding the food tray even though it had not eaten for the previous

twenty-four hours,

f) Animal Number B-8

(l) Preliminary Behavior Tests

This animal's eating behavior on the platform was very variable

during the first forty sessions. During Sessions tfo. 84, 36, and 53,

after the animal had been having difficulty with the jump vs. no-jump

discrimination problem, its eating on the platform stopped altogether.

For the rest of the sixty sessions, its eating behavior was usually

"Moderate". The animal responded with a fairly constant intensity

to the several tests t Its "General activity on soale", "General activi-

ty when taken from the ease," was usually "Moderate" or " Little") its

resistance to "Being held in hand", "Being held on back" and "Held by

tail" was most usually "Little" or "Slight" | and its "Aaount eaten en

platform" and "General aetivity on platform" was most usually "Moderate"

or "Little".

Toward the end, there was a general diminution in the extent and

intensity of aetivity so that in all but the first test the animal most
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frequently showed only "Slight" activity. Its general activity on

eale remained the same — "Ttedcrate,"

When retested at the end of the experiment after the elapsing

of one week* a rest, the animal* a rnsponse reverted to the more "normal"

degree noted above.

(2) Miscellaneous Behavior

At first, the animal easily mastered and held to the antloipatory

jump response so that it jumped "before it was given a shook, but the

experiment progressed and the problem beoame beyond its eapaelty, it

continued to wait for the shook before it would jump* Towards the end,

this ooeasionally beoame exaggerated so that in Session No* 88 and 89,

the animal took a fifty-second and forty-second shook before it quitted

the jumping box* In addition to this, there were several occasions

where the animal's eating after a sueeessful trial jump beoame disturbed

due to the negative conditioning of earlier unsuccessful trials*

This animal displayed a recurrent position habit to the right*

This seems easily explainable en the basis of its first forty sessions

of training*

(3) Behavior Suggesting Jfeurosis

There was none noted here besides the genernl diminution in degree

of eating and degree of preliminary behavior aotivity towards the latter

thirty sessions of the experiment,

g) Animal Number F-l

(1) Preliminary Behavior Tasts

The animal was initially a very quiet and dooile one. Its res-

ponse to the behavior tests during the earlier session was "Moderate"

.

A* it beoame oompletely accustomed to the experimental ••*JttP»

adopted a standard pattern of beliavior wiloh seemed to oonstituto a
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norm. Proa this norm, its behavior varied as the difficulty of the

problem varied* Its standard degree of "General aotivity on aoale,"

and "General aotivity when taken from oase" was "Little" or "Moderate"

.

Its resistanee to "Being held in the hand" and "Being held en the baok"

was either "Slight" or none at all. When "Eeld by the tail," its

flexion and kicking response.was Wither "Little" or "iloderate" . The

intensity of its reaction to all of these increased somewhat during the

three sessions when it was making adequate response to the experimental

situation but as the experiment progressed, the intensity of these response

dropped. Towards the end, the animal's "General aotivity on the soale"

diminished markedly; its "General aotivity when taken from oase" and the

kicking reaotion to being "Held by tail" were most frequently noted as

"•light" in intensity; and resistance to "Being held on back" were either

"Slight" and even more frequently "jilone." Variations in the animal's

"Anount eaten on platform" and its "General aotivity on platform" deserve

special notice.

Its eating behavior on the platform during the preliminary behavior

tests showed seme interesting fluctuations* During the first ten sessions,

the animal learned to eat the food on the tray. However, as it enooontered

difficulty its eating greatly decreased and from Sessions Ho. 11 to 47, it

ignored the food tray during the preliminary behavior tests. In Session

No. 47 however, coincidental to its adequate reaotion to the problem

situation, it again began to eat during the preliminary behavior teste*

This continued until the end of Session Ho. 64 when it again stopped

eating during the preliminary behavior tests. It failed to eat during the

subsequent sessions. The animal's general aotivity on the platform also

showed the interesting trend to score "Slight" or no aotivity during the

early forty sessions. It subsequently jumped to "Moderate" and "Much"



during Sessions No. 47 to 65 after whioh it dropped down to "Slight" again

and from Session Uo* 64 to the end of the experiment was either "8 light*

or even more frequently none at all* In this latter instance, the animal

remained perfeetly motionless on the platform in exactly the position in

whioh the experimenter placed it even when the animal* s snout was Immediately

over the food* The most descriptive term that ean bo of fered for the

animal's state is lethargy*

(2) Miscellaneous Behavior

(a) Time In Box

The animal almost always remained in the box after the

opening of the exit gate longer than the three or five seoonds

whioh wore allowed before it was given electric shook* The animal

never mastered the anticipatory response* In several instances

this waiting In the box became exaggerated. Thus in the first six

trials of Session nlo. 43, the animal remained 42, 49, 50, 20, 48,

and lb seoonds In the box after the beginning of the shook pun-

ishment. In the first three trials of Session «lo* 61, it took 34,

60, and 68 seoonds of shook and In trials 1 to 4 of Session tfo*

64, it took 23, 60, 17, and 20 seoonds of shook. The impression

given from this was that the animal had built up a strong negative

conditioning against jumping in eaoh of those instances. Jo

significant trend in this factor was noted during the course of

the experiment*

(b) Position habits

The animal showed a very strong negative position habit against

jumping to the right stimulus aperture. This habit showed Itself in

the animal* s displaying a very strong position habit to the left*

This position habit reappeared again and again*
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(«) Resistance to beat

The animal* b resistance to the box was very olosoly

associated with the amount of success that it met in its jumping

behavior. During Session No. 44 to 48, it showed only "Moderate"

resistance to being placed in the box. In the ensuing sessions

however, its struggling become strong and marked eaoh time E.

plaoed it in the jumping box* Towards the end, there was a

general diminution in the animal's resistance*

(d) Miscellaneous observation*

the jumping box just after the opening of the exit gate and before

the administration of the shook* This would seem to iadioate that

the animal had learned to anticipate the shock but just did not

learn to respond by jumping so as to avoid it. This squealing

became much aggravated during those sessions when the animal was

encountering special difficulty. In contrast to this tha animal

took the punishment shock in the net quietly without squealing

or any undue activity.

(3) Behavior Suggesting Neurosis

The most outstanding evidence of uourotisism this animal showed

was in Session No. 61 to S3. Here the animal was given the problem Of

jumping to the unobstructed aperture when tbe other was blocked by a

stimulus card* with a oircle upon it. During these sessions, the animal

was unable to respond adequately to the situation. Yet prior to its

being subjected to the unsolvable square vs. oirele discrimination, the

animal had been able to give 100 per cent oorreot responses to this ident-

ical situation during Sessions No. 45 to 48. The indication would seem

to be that^he habit which it had learned had been disrupted by the

From early in the eirperiment the animal began to squeal in



intervening unaoItable problem. Add to this the animal's taking of long

•hook periods in the jumping box during Session No. 61 and its oessation

of eating during the preliminary behavior tests during those sessions

when it nas faoed with an unsolvable problem and we have a fairly

oonrinoing pioture of neurosis*

h) Summary of Findings

Though none of the animals in the experiment was able to master either

the first or seoond differentiation problem, eaoh exhibited various kinds of

responses whloh are significant in the present consideration. Following the

olassifioational outline of neurotic behavior presented in part II B of this

paper, the responses observed may be summarised as follows*

(1) Excitement and emotional outbursts.

All the animals showed excitement of one sort or another after

reoeiving punishment for incorrect responses. This, however, oan hardly

be oalled "abnormal. " Iwo instances, however, merit attention. Animal

D-3, after an extended number of unsuccessful responses in one experimental

session, began to run around in circles chasing its tail, each of three

times it fell to the net. This latter behavior was specifically broken

up by elcotrio shock punishment. Animal D-l, although generally quiet

and docile in the earlier sessions became difficult to handlej and as

the experiment progressed, and its difficulty with the problem situation

increased, it attempted on three oooasions to bite S's hand during the

preliminary behavior tests.

(2) Disruption of habitual or previously learned behavior.

Every one of the seven animals showed some disruption of its eating

behavior which seems directly traceable to the difficulty encountered in the

problem situation. In one animal (E-£), the eating behavior was temporarily

disrupted when a new problem was set before it, but its eating again
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increased after a while eren though the problem remained unsolved . Animals

D-2 and P-l, ooneoamaittant with their lethargic attitude when placed on the

platform (in the preliminary behavior tests), remained perfectly motionless

even though placed with their noses immediately over the food tray. D-3

and D-4 showed a disruption cf their eating behavior in the feeding after

the trial jumps* The animals, though still hungry, would ignore food

placed beside them. Animals D-l and K-l shewed the most complete disruption

of feeding behavior. The first of these animals, though eating well in the

earlier sessions, would in the last 20 sessions land on the platform, nibble

hesitantly at the food for a moment and then "timidly" retire to a corner

of the platform where it would cower. In E-l this disruption was eren more

marked. The animal, in the last eighteen sessions, would land on the

platform and squat motionless near the food tray in which it showed no

interest.

Three of the animals showed less of previously learned behavior when

a period of unsolved problem-situation intervened between the original

learning of this behavior and the succeeding retest. In animals D-2 and

P-l, the behavior lost was the adequate jumping response to the open

apperture, this though the animals had shown complete mastery of this

response in earlier sessions. Retraining was possible, however. Animal

#-2 showed an interesting "regression" to an earlier, less adequate mode

of reaotion as the experiment progressed. Though it had early mastered the

antioipatory response aspeot of the experimental situation and usually jumped

from the box before the administration of shook during the earlier sessions,

during the latter sessions the animal lost this ability and would con-

sistently wait for the shook before jumping. This occasionally became

exaggerated so that the animal sometimes took long stretches of shook

'*
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before quitting the jumping box.

(5) Antagonistic* attitude.

Two Of tha animals (D-l and E-l) showed a oonsidorablo inorease

in tha amount of resistanoe displayed to being plaeed in the jumping box

as the experiment progressed* In contrast to this it should be pointed

out that animal F-l, which evinoed an increase in amount of resistance

to being placed in the jumping box each time it was introduced to a new

problem, showed a general decrease in amount of resistanoe twwards the

and even though the problem was still unsolvable for it at this point*

Animal D-Z erinoed an antagonistic attitude to the experimental

situation as a whole, struggling and whimpering when brought to tha

laboratory.

(4) Perseverative or stereotypic responses.

Though receiving punishment aaoh time it did so, animal D-l

again and again continued to jump to the top of tha stimulus apperture

cowling (or "Tunnel1

*). It took a long series of extra punishment to

make the animal abandon this behavior. Another auoh behavior manifesta-

tion was shown in its continued jumping at the center partition between

the two stimulus appertures. Sven D-4*s continued attempt at escaping

the ohoioc situation by jumping directly to net probably belongs here

though eleetrio shook punishment brought a quick disruption of this

behavior*

(6) Hesitancy and indecision.

All the animals showed hesitancy and reluctance to jump after

meeting with punishment for incorrect responses but in animal D-4 this

showed itself in an habitual response of looking and swaying from side to

side before jumping.
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(6) Lethargy

To a greater or lesser extent, every one of the animal* showed

a decrease In the amount of aotivity as the experiment progressed. In

animals D-l and E-2, this deorease was moderate and gradual and is

probably suffiolently well explained by the animal' s becoming used to

the experimental situation. In animals D-2, B-l, and F-l, however,

this diminution of aotivity was extreme, the animals remaining com-

pletely motionless when plaeed on the platform by E. as well as showing

but slight activity in the other preliminary tests. Animals D-3 and

D-4 showed a lethargio slowness of movement not during the experimental

session, but after. When food was placed near them they ignored itj

when put back in their living cages they displayed a marked inertia.



C. Experiment Number Two

1. Subjeots

The subjects used in this experiment were five male albino

rats, 0-1, G-2, G-3, G-4, and G-5. At the time that the experiment

was begun ( 8/8/' 39), the animals were 12 weeks and six days old.

They all oame from one litter. These animals were raised on a nor-

mal Fox Chow diet at the Nutrition Animal Laboratory at the Massa-

ohussetts State College and were derived from "Vistar Institute stook.

These animals, from their birth to the time the experiment was

oompleted, were oared for and handled solely by the experimenter. They

were kept in a well-ventilated, temperature-oontrollod room. Eaoh ani-

mal had a separate wire mesh living oage. The animals were fed only

during and immediately after eaoh day*s experimentation. They remained

well and healthy throughout the period of experimentation except that

animal G-3 developed a slight "oold" several times which showed itself

in a sniffling sort of breathing. This condition was transitory and

seemed to have no influenoe on the animal's behavior in the laboratory.

The experiment lasted for eleven weeks and six days.

2. General Method

Using a modified Lashley set up, the animals were first trained

to jump aeross a ten-inch gap and through the open one of two 6" x 6"

apertures when the other aperture was blocked by a totally blaok card.
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The right-left position of the positive and negative stimuli in suc-

cessive trials was in "ohanee order."

As soon as this teohnique was mastered, (all animals did so

within the first 16 trials), the animals were made to jump towards,

and through, the stimulus aperture bearing a white card with a ons-

half-inch vide, horizontal black line upon it. The negative stimulus

was still a blaok oard. A jump towards the horizontal line stimulus

card resulted in the card's snapping automatioally out of the way, per-

mitting the rat to land on the platform and receive the food reward.

A jump at the blaok oard resulted in the rat's banging his nose against

the blocked card and falling to the net below where he reoeived a mild

eleotric shook punishment. This also all the animals mastered easily.

The animals were next made to differentiate between a one-half-

inch wide horizontal black line, (positive stimulus) and a one-half-inch

vertical blaok line (negative stimulus). Then, and if, the animals

mastered this differentiation, they were made to differentiate between

a horizontal and a vertical rectangle in which the ratio betssen the

width to length approached closer and oloser to 1:1 as the experiment

continued. TThen the animal jumped at the aperture in which the oard

bearing the horizontal rectangle was displayed, the card snapped auto-

matically out of the way. permitting the rat to land on the platform

and receive a food reward. A Jump at the aperture which was blocked

by the oard with the vertloal rectangle upon it resulted in the rat's

banging his nose against the oard and falling to a net below.

Bash animal was tested on each of the differentiation steps im

this procedure until it succeeded in responding correctly 14 out of 16

successive trials.

The animals were run for a total of 1,060 trials.
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3. Apparatus

The apparatus, a modified form of the Lashley Jumping Apparatus
consisted of

i

a) A Jumping Stand as described under part III | 3 a, (p. 33) except
that the inductorium to .hich the Jumping box grid was connected,

»a. not set at a constant shock intensity but was incorporated in a
b) Shock Control Unit (see Pig. 3) which consisted of the inductorium.

a 1.55 volt Eveready dry cell, a two-prong knife switch, and a de-
vice for easily varying the extent of overlapping between the primary
and secondary coils. The primary coil of the inductorian, the dry
cell, and one element of the knife switch, were connected in series.

The closing of the knife switch completed the circuit in the primary
coil .ending an induced current through the Jumping box grid that wa.

connected to the secondary coil. The secondary coil was movable and

had attached to it a ratchet bar which rested upon a lever. This lever

«. so arranged that each time it was pressed down once, it pushed the
secondary coil 1 am. further over the primary coil. (An elastic band

pulled the lever back into position for the next shock increase.) la
this way it was possible to increase the strength of the shock in the

jumping grid by simply depressing the shock-increasing lever.

The other element of the double knife switch was connected in

series with a dry cell energizing the primary coil of an inductorium

(not shown in figure) that was connected with the landing net grid,

c) A stimulus Stand as described under part III B 3 b (pp. 33-37) except

that the safety net was electrically wired from the beginning of the

experiment so that any incorrect jumps were punished by both a fall and

a two seconds shook from the start of the experiment.



Fig. 3. SHOCK CONTROL UUIT

(For explanation see text)



d) Stimulus Cards as desoribed under part III B S o (p. 37) except that

eaoh stimulus oard had the positive horizontal stimulus figure on one

side and the negative vertioal stimulus figure upon its other side. The

stijnulus figures used are illustrated in Fig. 4.

e) Miscellaneous

Metronome and laboratory conditions as desoribed under III B 3 d

(p. 37).

4. Procedure

a) Handling of Animals and Preliminary Behavior Tests

Each day animals G-l, G-2, G-3, and 0-4 mere removod from their

living cages and were eaoh placed in one of the four compartments of the

carrying case that was used to transport them to and from the laboratory.

Their extent of:

(1) "Expectant" Aotivity in Cage was noted and tmnediately recorded:*

Eaoh of the animals was then weighed and its weight and degree of

(2) General Activity on Scale noted and recorded:

The four animals wsre then oarried to the darkened labora-

tory where a five to ten minute period for adaptation to the darkness

was permitted before work with the animals was continued. The carry-

ing oase was then opened and the first animal (0-1) was put through

the remaining preliminary behavior tests. First the animal's response

to

(3) Prodding In Carrying Cass, when it was prodded in the oaudal region

for ten seconds, was notedf next its

* The Method of Reoording all data In the experiment is presented in detail

in the Appendix.
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(4) Resistance to Being Held in Hand, when it was placed in the

experimenter's left hand and held down with the right hand for

five seconds, was notedj then its

(5) Resistance to Being Held on Back, when held on its back in ths

experimenter's right hand for fire seconds, was noted. After

this the animal's activity when

(6) Held (suspended) by Tail for three seconds was noted. The ani-

mal was then placed on the landing platform right near the food

oontainer and permitted to remain undisturbed for twenty seconds

during which time B., observing the animal through the mirror,

noted the

(7) Amount Eaten on Platform, and recorded the animal's previous

response to the preliminary behavior tests 3 to 7 inclusive.

At the end of the twenty seconds on the platform, the feod

oontainer was removed and the animal's behavior on the platform ob-

served for twenty seconds longer. This

(8) General Activity on Platform was immediately reoorded.

After this the animal was placed in the jumping compartments

through the entrance gate preliminary to the first jumping trial of

the experiment proper. (See parts b) to e) that follow.)

At the completion of the 15 trials of eaoh daily session,

the animal was replaced in the carrying case and a container of food

placed with it. The food remained with the animal for an hour to l|

hours, during which time the animal was permitted to eat to satiety.

TUhen animals 0-1, 0-2, 0-3, and 0-4, in the order given, had

been thus "put through their paces", 0-1 and 0-2 were returned te

their living cages. (0-3 and 0-4 remaining in spooial cagec in the
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laboratory to complete their hour of feeding.) The degree of their

(9) After-run activity in Cage was immediately recorded after eaoh

animal was replaced in its living cage.

G-6 was then taken to the laboratory for its tests and

training sessions,

b) Familiarisation with Experimental Situation

For eaoh of the first three days, in order to familiarise the

animals with the laboratory set up, they were put through the prooedure

described above for the preliminary behavior tests. They were not,

however, placed in the Jumping compartment. Training was begun on the

fourth day,

o) Acquisition of the Jumping Technique

The apparatus was adjusted as follows:

(1) One of the apertures was blocked by a black card, the other aper-

ture containing no oard at all. (A large, illuminated white oard

bar was placed at the back of the landing platform since it was desired

to condition the animal to the lighter of the two apertures and it was

discovered that otherwise, the black oard, illuminated as it was by

the lamp above the jumping box, actually was lighter than the open

aperture.)

(2) The Jumping compartment was at a point six inches from, and equi-

distant between the stimulus apertures . The gap between the oom-

partment and the open, no-card aperture was bridged by a wide strip

of metal,

(3) The successive left-right positions of the blooked and open aper-

ture as well as the metal bridge were in random order.
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After the animal had been in the jumping compartment for from 16

to 20 seconds, the opening gate of the Jumping oompartments was lifted at

the same time that the induetorium switoh was closed. The animal thus im-

mediately received a slight shock to induce it to jump as soon as the open-

ing gate was lifted. After four seconds, the Shock Increasing Lover was de-

pressed once; thus increasing the strength of the current in the jumping com-

partment by one unit| three seoonds later the lover was again depressed,

again increasing the ourrentj and so on — the Shook Increasing Lever being

depressed each three seoonds until the animal moved from the jumping box.

If the animal made a correot response, going to the open aperture,

the induetorium switch was immediately lifted and the animal was permitted

twenty Beconds on the platform in whioh to eat. During this time, E. mad*

his recordings of the animal»s responses for that trial. Immediately upon

oompletion of the twenty seconds, the animal was lifted from the platform

and placed in the jumping compartment preliminary to the next jumping trial.

If the animal made an incorrect response it banged its nose against

the blocked blaok card and fell to the net below. The induetorium switoh

was left on for two seconds after the animal landed in the net so that the

animal received two seoonds of punishment shook in the net. E. then made

his recording and immediately placed the animal in the jumping compartment

for the next trial.

As soon as the animals had learned to run aoross the metal bridge

to the open aperture the bridge was eliminated and they were taught t«

jump across the six-inoh gap to the open aperture. Mastery of the six-

inch jump was followed by a series of eight-inch jumps and this in turn

was followed by a series of ten-inch jumps.
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d) Differential Conditioning

(1) fhen the animal had learned to Jump a ten-inch gap to the open

aperture to a or iterion of 93 per eent correct, it was trained

to respond positively to a white eard with a one-half inch wide

horizontal black line. The negative stimulus still remained the

totally black eard. The jumping distance in this and all subsequent

trials remained ten inches. All fire animals gave 93 per eent or

better correct responses the first day that they wore put on this

problem*

(2) In the following session, the black eard was replaeed by a white

card having a one-half inch wide vertleal black line upon it so

that now the animal had to differentiate between the two white cards,

one having a horizontal blaok line as the positive stimulus and the

other a vertical black line as the negative stimulus.

e) Equating of Differential Stimuli

".Then an animal had learned to differentiate between an horizontal

line, one-half inch wide and six inches long, from a similar vertical line

so that it had run three separate series of 15 trials each with an aeouraoy

of 93 per eent correct responses or better, it was made to attempt a diff-

erentiation between two contrastingly placed rectangles, one of which had

its longer dimension horizontal (positive stimulus) and the other had its

longer dimension vertical (negative dtimulus). The dimensions of the

rectangle in the sequence in which they were used were as given in the

following table.



Table 1.

IN THE
DIMENSIONS OF STIMULUS RECTANGLES USED
SUCCESSIVE EQUATING OF DIFFERENTIAL STIMULI

Width Length Area Ratio Of W, to L.

3/4n 4" 3 eq. inches 3:16

1" 3" it n
111

ur 2 4/10" it * 1>2

air 2" it n 3:4

When the animal had learned to differentiate between the first

two contrastingly placed rectangles (width-to-length ratio 3«16) to a

criterion of 93 per oent correct responses or better, it was advanced

to the next pair of stimuli (width-to-length ratio 1:3), and so on, until

the animal no longer was able to differentiate between the two rectangles.

It is to be noted that the area of the rectangles used remained

oonstant throughout the experiment.

6. Findings

The findings in this experiment are presented here in Tables 2 to 6

and Graphs I to V that follow. Eaoh of these tables was arrived at by

first tabulating in full the responses of eaoh animal throughout the seventy

experimental sessions. These preliminary tables were then condensed into

the tables as given by grouping the data for successive experimental ses-

sions which fell naturally together. The grouping was determined by such

faotors as changes in the type of stimulus used, significant ohanges in

the animal's behavior, and the special ruling that no single group of data

should encompass the material of more than seven experimental sessions.
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The figures prcented in these table, under the heading -Preliminary
Behavior Te.t." refer to the rating of the animals behavior inten.ity for
each of the nine te.t. .hieh are presented in detail ta the Appendix. The
method of rating the ***** "Resistance to Box" and amount of "Shook
Taken" are also given in the Appendix.

The graph, presented are piotorial sehemati.ations of the table,
which they follow. The reason for their inclusion i* that they enabl.
one to quickly the interrelationship between the rarious behavior
Pattern, of each of the animals as well a. the trend of reaotion change,
throughout the duration of the experiment.

(It should be noted that in these graphs the time line, for the
first eight preliminary behavior tests are starred a 8e.,len
backwards. This seemed advi.able sin.e each of the.e eight te.f preceded
the actual Jumping trials during any given ses.ion and hence wore mar.
related to the previous day's Jumping trial, than those that foiled
it in the same session.)

a) Animal G«-l

(1) Learning Behavior

As is shown in Graph 1. the animal learned quickly the pre-
liminary technique of Jumping. However, the introduction of a hori-
zontal v.. vertical line discrimination Mediately caused the animal
to adopt a .trong position habit to the left. This position habit
per.isted up to the end of the 47th ses.ion. During this period, tho
experimenter attempted to make the animal break this position habit
and because of the method used, the animal.. "Mean Percentage of Re-
sponse. Correct" for this period fell below the ".han.e level" of
fifty. In Se-sion. Ho. 48 to 55, the animal finally tmmm^
Initial differentiation.
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The animal could not solve the horizontal vs. rertieal diff-

erentiation in which the ratio between the width to length of the

rectangle* was 1:2.

Returning the animal in the last two sessions to the original

horizontal vs. Tertioal line differentiation resulted in its giTing

responses that were 80 and 67 per eent oorreet.

(2) Preliminary Test Behavior

In none of the preliminary activity tests was there any clear

evidence of relationship between the amount of activity displayed and

the animal's responses to the differentiation problem. Thus in tests

(1) "Expectant activity in cage" and (2) "General activity on scale",

the extent of its behavior fluctuated somewhat throughout the seventy

sessions, but those fluctuations bore little relationship to any of

the other activities. Its response to (3) "Prodding in carrying case".

(4) "Resistance to being held in hand", (6) "Held by tail", (8 ) "Gen-

eral activity on platform" and (9) "After-run activity in cage" showed

a gradual diminution in extent as the experiment progressed, but the

most significant aspect of the time lines is the fact that the animal's

activity, on the whole, in these last-mentioned five tests was aston-

ishingly constant.

Test (5) "Resistance to being held on back" and (7) "Amount

eaten on platform" also showed a gradual diminution in extent of ac-

tivity but here the amount of ohange over the experimental period was

greater than in the other tests . It is of interest to note that la

both these tests, the extent of the animal's behavior rose at the in-

troduction of the new and harder problem of discriminating betwsea

the li2 ratio rectangles.
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(3) Miscellaneous Behavior Noted

(a) The animal** "Resistance to box" was markedly constant

throughout the experiment.

(b) The amount of shock taken by this animal reflects very

dearly the difficulties which the animal met in the

differentiation problems as the experiment progressed. As

the comparison of the two lowermost time lines of the graph

show, a rise in the number of errors is accompanied by a simi-

lar rise in the strength and amount of shook taken. However, in

Session Ho. 48 to 55, when the animal's errors dropped consider-

ably, it did not show a commensurate reduotion in the shook punish-

ment taken. This would seem to indicate a oertain perseveration of

the avoidance reaction induoed by the difficulty encountered in the

preceding trials.

(o) Throughout the experiment, the animal, when faced with a diffi-

cult problem, attempted to avoid the whole choioe situation by

jumping at the partition between the stimulus apertures. Even when

it Jumped at the oard, it would do so by going towards the inside

edge of the perture. In addition to that, the animal displayed a

distinct hesitancy in most of the Jumps. Every once in a while,

it would get ready as if to Jump, then draw baok, get ready again,

draw back and then finally Jump.

(4) Behavior Suggesting Neurosis

Three times during the experiment, this animal showed a type of be-

havior that is worthy of notice. In Session No. 10, after having encoun-

tered extreme difficulty in the preceding three sessions during whioh it
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"M fir8t introduced to the differentiation problem, the animal,

after landing on the net began nibbling its own tail and did so to

the extent that the tail bled. This behavior did not recur again

until the 56th session which was the second session during ^hioh the

animal was first introduced to the lt2 ratio rectangle differentiation.

In this session, the animal after falling to the net because of an un-

successful leap, started circling in the net, snapped at its own tail

and again started biting it. In both these instances, the experimenter

deliberately broke up this habit by immediately giving the animal am

eleotric shock each time it attempted this behavior.

Another similar response was noted three sessions later (Session

No. 59). This time the animal, after falling to the net and receiving

its shock punishment, made several vioious attacks at the wiring in the

net ~ clawing and biting at it. This happened in three successive trials.

After reoeiving shock punishment each time it did so, the animal abandoned

this behavior.

Tlhen the animal was returned in the last two sessions, to the pre-

viously solved Is 12 ratio differentiation, its response indicated that it

had not lost its ability to differentiate these stimuli even though its

behavior had been disrupted in the other ways noted.

In terms of the definition of neurosis as given at the beginning

of this paper, this animal was not neurotic However, the sum of the

aberrant reactions which it evinced, as well as the specific nature of

each of them, would seem to suggest an incipient "ncuroticism".
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b) Animal 0-2

(1) Learning Beharior

The learning curve for this animal is almost ideal from a

learning experiment Tiewpoint. It learned the initial jumping

technique within the first fire sessions. Vhen put on the It 12

width-to-length ratio differentiation, it started with a little

lower than chance percentage of correct responses and gradually

by Sessions No. 25 to 30 showed that it had mastered that differ-

entiation. Advancing the problem so that the animal had to differ-

entiate between the rectangles with a width-to-length ratio of 3 t 16

brought a drop in the percentage of correct responses during the

first session, but it immediately rose in the following session to

93 per cent. Succeeding sessions (No.'s 33 to 46) showed that the

animal was transferring its adjustment to differentiating between

the 1:12 and 5:16 ratio stimuli to the 1:3 and 1:2 ratio stimuli

to which it was introduced. In the 47th session, however, for no

evident reason, its responses were reduced to chance, but in Session

Ho. 48, it again gave 93 per sent correct jumps. When confronted in

the following session (No. 49) with the original 1:12 ratio stimuli,

it again gave a 93 per cent correct set of responses.

In Session No. 50, it was confronted with the 3:4 ratio stimu-

li and since it showed no evidence of solution it was kept on this

problem till Session No, 69. Its responses throughout this period

were little better than ebancs

.

When in Sessions No. 69 and 70, it was returned to the original

1:12 ratio differentiation, it gave perfect responses in all thirty

trials.
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(2) Preliminary Test Behavior

This animal's responses to the preliminary behavior tests also

showed little relationship to its jumping behavior during the trials.

Its responses to test (3) "Prodding in oarrying case", (4) "Resistance

to being held In hand", (5) "Resistance to being held on back and

(9) "After-run activity in cage" remained almost constant throughout

the entire period of experimentation. Its responses to test (l) "Ex-

pectant activity in oage" showed a slight upward trend. Test (2)

"General activity on soale" was fairly constant exoept that it becams

loss each time the animal's percentage of correct responses fell to

ohance level. This diminution in activity when the animal was en-

countering difficulty was not very marked. Its resistance to (6) "Be-

ing held by the tail" showed a gradual drop and seemed to indicate that

the animal eame to accept this part of the test as the experiment pro-

gressed. The (7) "Amount eaten on platform" fluctuated widely, decreas-

ing each time the animal had trouble with the problem. However, no per-

manent eating impairment remained since each time the animal's adjustment

to the differentiation problem improved its "Amount eaton on platform"

also increased. The animal's (8) "General activity on platform" showed

no evident relationship to its other activity and again reflects a grad-

ual downward trend.

(3) Miscellaneous Behavior Noted

(a) The animal's "Resistance to the box" was praotically constant

throughout the experiment.

(b) The amount of shook taken by this animal corresponded closely

to the "Mean Percentage of Responses Correct". As the animal's

problem difficulty increased so did its reluctance to leave the
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jumping box. This was most markedly shown when it was intro-

duced to the 3:4 stimulus ratio differentiation. Here in Ses-

sion No. 55, it remained in the jumping box for as long as 44

to 84 seconds taking the shook rather than the jump,

(c) This animal evinced reluctance and hesitanoy in jumping eaoh

time the problem was mad* more difficult, by putting its head

out of the box and, after almost jumping in one direotlon, sway-

ing to the other direction. In later sessions, it would merely

turn its head from side to side. (It is quite possible that the

animal was not only hesitating, but also trying to fixate the

stimulus figures more dearly.)

(4) Behavior Suggesting Neurosis.

None noted,

c) Animal G-3

(l) Learning Behavior

This animal had some difficulty in learning the initial jumping

teohnique but mastered it by the end of the seventh training session,

when introduced to the It 12 stimulus ratio discrimination, the animal

developed unstable position responses and thus its "Mean Percentage

of Response* Correot" fell below chance level. In the 37th session,

this percentage suddenly rose to 93. In the sessions that followed,

the mean percentage of correot responses again fell as low as 66, but

then rose gradually till Session No. 53 when it again gave 93 per oent

correot jumps . The introduction of the 1:2 ratio stimuli at this point

oaused the animal's percentage of responses to fall baok to ohanoe.

Returning the animal in Sessions No. 69 and 70, to the Iil2

ratio stimuli elicited responses which were 87 and 93 per cent correot.
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(2) Preliminary Test Behavior

This aninal*8 responses to almost all the preliminary behavior

tests 6oemed to hare little to do with its adjustment to the problem

situation. There are some marked exceptions to this rule, however.

Test (7) "Amount eaten on platform" dropped to sero (on the average)

after the sixth session and remained at that lerel throughout the re-

mainder of the experiment. (Occasional eating does not show up on the

graph since only the modal amount of eating is plotted.) In a similar

manner, test (8) "General aotivity on platform" dropped quickly in the

first thirteen sessions from a high point to a constant low level for

the remainder of the experiment. In all the other preliminary behavior

tests, there is one fluctuation which shows up very markedly. In the

25th session, there was a diminution in amount of aotivity and resis-

tance in all the tests. This decrease continued for various lengths

of tine in the several tests. There seems to be no reasonable explana-

tion in the data to account for this phenomenon.

The indication from test (7) "Amount eaten on platform" and

(8) "General aotivity on platform" is that once having gone through

the long series of unsuccessful sessions, the animal become negatively

conditioned to either eating on the platform or to its exploratory be-

havior on tho platform.

(S) Miscellaneous Behavior Noted

(a) Its "Resistance to the box" after an initial rise dropped

quiokly to a base level of zero and remained thus throughout

the experiment.

(b) The amount of shook that this animal took closely corresponded

to the difficulty that it encountered in its differentiation

problem. An interesting (apparent) exception to this is found
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in its responses in Session No. 37 when its "Mean Percentage at

Responses Correot" rose to 93. The modal point of the amount of

hook taken remained at the same lenrel that it had been in the

session immediately preceding, but when we examine the maximum

and ml nlrmitn shook tataen during that session -we discovered that

the animal gave fewer extreme responses to the shook in the jump-

ing box when it was meeting with suooess in the problem situation

than otherwise. This even though the modal point of the amount of

shock it took seemingly remained constant.

(c) This animal, when encountering special difficulty, would defe-

cate and urinate in the jumping box preliminary to jumping

from it.

(4) Behavior Suggesting Neurosis

(a) The aspect of this animal's behavior which seens most indica-

tive is its reaction to the food on the platform. In most

cases, after a oorreet jump, it would land on the platform,

nibble at the food tray for just a second, and then run to a

corner of the landing platform. Each time that the problem be-

came more difficult, even this eating would cease and the animal

would avoid the food tray completely. Two other instances of

behavior are especially noteworthy,

(b) In Session No. 68 and 59, the animal, after unsuccessful

jumps, landed in the net and began to nibble its own tail.

This the experimenter immediately punished with electric shock

and the animal thereupon abandoned this behavior.

(c) Before Sessions No. 66 and 67, the animal aotively resisted

being taken from its living oage, backing away and cowering

when the experimenter came for it.
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d) Animal 0-4

(1) Learning Behavior

This animal learned more slowly than any of the other four.

After the initial six a ess ions of training, it was introduced to the

horixontal ts. vertieal Btirmli (ratio, 1:12). It was not until the

57th session that this animal suooeeded in giving 93 per oent oorreot

responses. During this period, it occasionally developed position

habits which had to be broken before work could be continued. In

Session No. 58, it was introduced to the Ii2 ratio stimuli. By the

69th session, it had still not shown any evidence of differentiation.

Its responses in Sessions No. 69 and 70, when it was roturned to ths

initial lil2 ratio stimuli differentiation, were 80 and 93 per oent

correct.

(2) Proliminary Test Behavior

In only two of the preliminary behavior tests, did this animal's

extent of activity show any real relationship to its adjustment to the

problem situation. The animal*s response to (3) "Prodding in carrying

case" remained fairly constant for the entire experiment except in the

period including Sessions No. 28 to 35, v;hen it suddenly beeame almost

completely non-resistant and quiescent. It was during this same period

that the animal showed the least degree of activity in (7) "Amount eaten

on platform". Having originally begun with an extremely high level of

eating, it dropped during this period to no eating at all. The animal's

general responses during this particular period were almost lethargic

In its responses to most of the other preliminary behavior tests,

the animal showed a gradual diminution during the early part of the ex-

periment and a leveling off during the latter sessions. The one exoep-
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tion to this is the (9) "After-run activity in oage" which, beginning

at a low level, quickly rose and remained at a high level throughout

the remainder of the experiment.

(3) Miscellaneous Behavior Noted

(a) The animal's "Resistance to box", like that of all the other

animals, was almost constant, remaining at a minimal level

throughout the experiment.

(b) With some exceptions, the strength and amount of shook taken

by this animal correspond fairly closely to the "Percentage of

Responses Correct" in the differentiation problem. However,

though its responses to the problem situation improved slightly

between Sessions No. 36 to 58, the animal still took a considerable

amount of shock during this period before jumping. It is interest-

ing to note that it is the lino of "Maximum" shook taken rather

than the "Mode" that shows greatest correspondence with the line

of "Mean Peroentage of Responses Correct". (Graph Ho. IV)

Between Sessions No. 58 and 69, the animal took many shocks at

maxiTntmi intensity which exceeded 24 seconds in duration.

(4) Behavior Suggesting Neurosis

(a) Early in the experiment, the animal developed a mode of jumping

which was unique. It would begin its jumping as if it were

heading for the right stimulus aperture and then twist and jump

to the left aperture. This response persisted throughout the ex-

periment though it met .vith punishment 50 per cent of the time.

(b) In its eating behavior, the animal after the few unsuccessful

jumps during the earlier sessions adopted a mode of behavior

that was never noted in any of the other animals. After a sue-
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eessful jump and landing on the platform, it -would "grab" a bolus

of food in its forepavjs and run to tho oorner of the platform to

oat it. During the sessions nearest mastery, the animal would

sometimes return for a second bolus of food after having eaten the

first. But what was even more interesting was that during Session*

No. 21 to 36, as well as Sessions No. 64 to 68, (when it met with

the most difficulty in the discrimination problem) the animal

would grab a bolus in its forepans and sometimes a mouthful of

food, run to the corner of the platform and stand there notionless

without eating the food in its foropaws , or chewing or swallowing

the food in its mouth .

) Animal Q»6

(l) Learning Behavior

This animal, after the first six training sessions, learned very

quiokly. By tho end of the 20th session, it had learned to differentiate

the first pair of contrasting stimuli (ratio 1«12). It was not plaoed

on the next 3:16 stimulus differentiation until Sessions Ho. 26 and 2T.

Its responses then showed a marked transfer effeot and it was therefor*

next put on the It 3 ratio stimulus differentiation. Its peroentage of

oorreot responses immediately fell to 64. By Session No. 35 the per-

oentage of correct responses had again risen to 93.

In Session Ho. 36, the animal was plaoed on the 1$2 ratio stimu-

lus differentiation and kept there up to the 69th session. Throughout

this period, its percentage of responses was on a "ohanee level" exsept

that in Sessions No. 63 to 69 # the animal developed position habits and

hence its peroentage of correct responses fell to less than chance.

In Sessions No. 69 and TO the animal's ability to differential

the 1:2 ratio stimuli was tested. Now , however , it was unable to
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differentiate these stimuli, itB percentage of correct responses in

Sessions No. 69 and 70 being S3 and 40,

(2) Preliminary Teat Behavior

With one marked exception, it is hard to deteot any clear re-

lationship between the animal's extent of activity in the various be-

havior tests and its successive adjustments to the problem situation.

This one exception occurred during the period including Sessions No .

45 to 49 when the animal was having considerable trouble with the prob-

lem situation. During this period, its responses to (3) "Prodding la

carrying ease*" (4) "Resistance to being held in hand", (7) "Amount

oaten on platform", and (8) "General activity on platform" all dropped

to a level as low as, or lower than, this animal's responses during any

other period throughout the experiment.

(3) Miscellaneous Behavior Noted

(a) "Its resistance to box" woo low throughout the experiment.

In fact, daring the sixth session, the animal displayed a

strong "adient" attitude while being placed in the jumping box

by the experimenter.

(b) The amount of shook taken b/ this animal is very indicative

of its reactions to the problem situations as it encountered

them. In general, the amount and intensity of shook taken by

this animal decreased as it made adequate adjustment to the differ-

entiation problem and increased when it met with difficulty.

After Session No. 35, this increase in the amount of shook taken

was very marked.

Beginning with Session No. 43, the animal frequently re-

mained In the box long after the shook it was getting was at maxi-

mum intensity and frequently it had to be removed from the box
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because it refused to jump oren after getting 60 seconds of shook

at maximum intensity.

(o) Throughout the experiment and especially during the "difficult"

sessions, the animal would frequently defecate on the platform

during the preliminary behavior testa,

(4) Behavior Suggesting Neurosis

This animal was the only one of these five which showed undoubted

and definite symptoms of neurosis.

(a) In Session No. 69 and TO, as just pointed out, this animal when

confronted with a problem, of v/hich it had previously shown

complete mastery, proved Inoapable of adequately reacting to it

after it had been subjected for an extended period to an unsolved

problem situation. This inability to adjust corresponds completely

to the definition of neurosis as presented in the early part of

this paper.

(b) During the latter session, the animal, because of its laok of

adjustment frequently had to take considerable shook punishment*

Yet its usual response to this punishment was to take it quietly or

to equeal very little. This, though the intensity of the shock waj

sufficient to prove painful even to the experinenter. That the ani-

mal was receiving the shock was shown by the fact that though the

animal took it quietly, it would wince each time that the punish-

ment was administered.

(c) In Session No. 69, the animal, when confronted with a problem

which it could now no longer solve, attempted to "escape" the

whole situation by jumping directly to the net. TThen this was fol-

lowed by the usual punishing shock, the animal attacked its own

tail and bit It.
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f ) Summary of Finding!

With the procedure of this experiment more oarefully contro led and

the initial problem set well within the ability of the white rat to master,*

it prored possible in this experiment to hare eaoh of the animals master at

least the rirst discrimination between the vertical ts. horitontal-line

stimuli. With tliis basic differentiation mastered, it was later possible

to obtain a check on the disruption of previously learned responses after

an intervening period of stress.

. s In the earlier experiment, it was found that all of the animal*

evinced "aberrant" behavior of one type or another to a greater or lesser

degree; and here again eaoh of the animals showed individual differences

in the specific responses brought forth. Yet eaoh of these responses falls

nicely into the neurotic behavior classification presented earlier.

(1) Excitement and emotional outbursts.

All five animal6 showed some sort of emotional outbursts as

they encountered difficulty in the discrimination problem. In G-2 this

showed itself only in a temporary inorease of random activity. In the

other four animals it took the form of excessive defeoation and urination.

In addition, one animal (G-l) after a prolonged period of unsuccessful

trials made a vicious attack on the electric grid wires of the net, actually

biting the wires in half. This animal, as well as animals G-3 and G-5 after

encountering difficulty in the problem situation pounced upon, and bit the

tips of their own tails to the point of bleeding,

(2) Disruption of habitual or previously learned behavior.

Eating disruptions vjere noted in all animals. These were mild

and temporary in animals G-2 and G-5, In G-l the eating response almost

As has been shown by the work of Lashley (14), Fields (58, 59, CO, 61), and

Lunn (69, 70, 71).
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vanished completely towards the end, G-3*s reaotion to the food on the

platform was to cautiously nibble at the tray for just a secor.d,

and sourry "fearfully" to a corner. Each time that the problem became

harder even this slight eating would oeare, the animal avoiding the

food tray completely.

Early in the experiment G-4 had developed the habit of seising

a quantity of food in its paws or its mouth and running with it to a

oorner to eat. As the difficulty of the problem increased the animal

still ©ontinued to do so but now, rore and more often, upon arrival

at the oorner of the platform, it would just stand motionless, neither

eating the food In its paws nor even chewing the food in its mouth. The

animal even offered no resistance when the experimenter removed this food

from its paws and mouth.

Only one of the animals (G-5) showed a definite loss of a response

previously mastered. This animal after an extended subjection to a

differentiation problem beyond its ability to master and after de-

veloping most of the other aberrational responses, proved incapable

upon retost of differentiating between the initial problem stimuli whieh

had been so definitely learned before.

(3) Antagonistic attitude.

Some indication as to the genesis of the escape reactions may

be found in the responses given by animals G-l, 0-4, and G-5. On

several occasions when the problem proved too difficult eaoh of these

animals sought to escape the differentiation problem by diving direotly

down to the net. This net with punishment, yet it reeurred, though

infrequently. The animals had evidently begun to react negatively to

both the stimuli. In G-4 this negative attitude spread to the food
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tray and then to the food itself for, a* shown, the animal lingered

near the tray only long enough to seise sore food in its paws or

mouth and then s eurried to a oorner to eat, and in later sessions

didn't even consume the food whioh it had seised. In Animal G-5 this

negative attitude evidently spread to the entire experimental set-

up sinoe on two oooasions it actively resisted being taken from its

living oage preliminary to bringing to the laboratory,

(4) Pereevarative or stereotypic responses

Discounting the repeated position habits developed by these

animals since, as has been shown by Pearoe ( 72 ), they occur "in the

course of all diffioult problems" and ipso faoto , vanish at the

problems' solution, there still are at least two marked behavior pattern*

evinced by those animals which properly belong here.

Animal (J-l, during the diffioult problem sessions, developed a

response which persisted throughout the rest of the experiment. In an

effort to avoid the entire choice-response situatio , the animal would

jump at the partition between the stimulus appertures . iven when it

jumped at the card it would do so by going tabards the inside edge of the

apperture.

In a similar way G-4 developed a unique mode of jumping. It

would begin its jump as if going towards the right stimulus apperture and

then twist, seemingly in raid-air, and jump to the left apperture. This

response persisted throughout the experiment though it met with punishment

half of the time,

(5) Hesitancy and indecision

Brery one of the animals showed some indication of hesitancy and

indeoision. In Animal G-l this took the form of repeated overt hesi-

tations before a jump. The animal would get ready as if to Jump, draw
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back, get ready again, draw back again, and then finally Jump. In

the other four animals the indeoision showed itself in the animal's

putting its head out of the box and then turning or swaying from side to

side prior to jumping, (another possible explanation of this behavior is

that the animal was trying to fixate the stimulus figures more

dearly*) ,

(6) Lethargy

The activity of all the animals deoreased somewhat as the ex-

periment progressed. But this cannot be oonsidered abnormal since it

was gradual and seemed to reflect the animals adaptation to the ex-

perimental situation rather than a rnaladaptation. Two of the animals,

however, showed a condition concomittant with their disrupted eating

behavior, which was strongly suggestive . Aninals OS and G-4 after

hurrying from the food tray, would stand or squat quietly in a corner

j
sometimes swaing slightly from side to side, \t suoh tir*3s the;/ paid

no attention to the experimenter when he oame to pick them up for the

next trial* It was ani al G-5 that showed the nost convincing picture

of lethargio responses. On two separate oooasions it as actually asleep

in the cage when the experi , enter oame for it and though all the other

aninals showed increased inhibition of jumping response as evidenced by

the increased length of stay in the jumping box and submission to stronger

and longer periods of shook prior to jumping, this animal was the only

one whioh accepted extremely strong shocks quietly, offering no vocal

protest and only showing by a muscular 'wincing" that it was reoeiving

the punishment*

• Ae has been shown by Lashley (14) and Munn (71), the foeal range of the

albino rat is from 7.5 to 8 em. Since the opening of the jumping box was

slightly over 25 cm. (10 inches) from the stimulus cards, the animal's

stioklng its head out of the box would materially help to bring the

stimulus figure into dearer focus.
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One other point should be underscored here. Though In no one

animal were all the above types of "aberrational behavior" noted nor to

the same degree as in eaeh of the other animals , it does Been significant

that the extent to which any given animal displayed Buch aberrant behavior

seems to be roughly proportional to the length of time that the animal was

subjected to, and the apparent intensity of the unsolvable or "conflict"

situation.
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In the original planning of tho experiments, It was desired that

the animals qulokly learn a stable, measureable discrimination and

that the stimuli used in this discrimination be such that it would be

possible to equate them towards one another. The final adoption of the

horlsontal vs. vertical line stimuli was based on this fact and the

previous findings by Lashley (15) that the white rat was capable of dif-

ferentiating this type of contrasting stimuli. In a similar manner, the

choosing of the Lashley jumping technique (66) and the use of electric

shook punishment ( 56 , 57 , 64 , 66 ) was dictated by the consideration of

desiring a quickly established differential C.R.

These basic procedural elements must be kept in mind when evalu-

ating the specific responses c; lied forth in the animals. The fact that

several changes in procedure were made during the first experiment, might

explain why the behavior elicited in that group of animals wasn't even

more markedly neurotic; the use of electric shock punishment and the

individual variation in resistance of each animal to electric stimulation

(57, 64) might in large measure explain some of the differences in re-

action noted in all the animals.

One characteristic of the procedural setup whioh definitely played

a pHart in the results obtained was that tho experiments were speoifioalty

planned so that maladaptive behavior of any sort was punished rather than

favored , the experimenter consistently punishing any aberrant behavior

which the animals displayed. This was done because the experimenter felt

that no behavior could be considered truly neurotic which might possibly

be due to roinforcement during tho course of the experiment. Thus when

the animals displayed "temper tantrums", attaoking the wiring in the net,

or attempting to Inhibit the jiesftig responses by remaining in the box.



they revived atreng •leetrie ihMk punishment. It is quite conceivable

that sow of these aberrant roe onees would have become strongly fix*

•tod and would novo gives a very con incln^ pieturo of •neuroeia" If

tho procedure just outlinod hod not boon followed, fueh, however, wo •

not tho aim of tho experimenter.

One othor point is of interest hero. In tho original setting

up e* tho ex orimert, it m hopod that a oaroful eon Sinuous reoord

of several roproaortatiro roaponaoa of the animals would prove illuai«

noting in the consideration of the genoaia tf oxporioontol neurosis.

Tho roaults hero, aa reported under "Findings", wore rather disappointing.

There seemed to be very little relationahio between the awount ol pro*

liminery behavior res onaes of the animals and the development of the

experimental neurosis. Though the general amount of activity decreased

in all the animals aa the experiment progreaaed, it would seem that this

diminution in activity in moat easea was probably due to rradual acclimati-

sation of the animal to the e> aerimental procedure rather than vy neurotie

tendorey. Fo.vever, thoeo instanaoa where the redi>etim in eotivity *ee

very marked aan be safely aaoribod to neurotleiam.e

During the course of experimenting with the animals it beoamo

evident that frequently when the animals evineed behavior of the type

called "experimental neurosis" by previous workers, sueh behavior seemed

to arise not aa a sudden umoxplainable occurrence, but rather to develop

in a manner similar to that noted in romal learning behavior. Thw for

instance the behavior of "escaping" the dlacrialnetion situation by Jump-

ing to the net wee initially a manifestation ei tho a imal's random hohavier

o Incidentally, the possibility that the animals* roe <onee decrease to tho

punishing shook woe duo to a weakening of the dr** eell wee eliminated by

frequently ehoeklng the strength of the dryoell *ith a galvanometer which
ahowod no oerce >table diminuti >n in current.
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in its attempt to find a mode of response adequate to the particular

situation which it faced. The behavior became fixated when, from the

animal's point of view , it served to get the animal away from the situa-

tion where it received the punishing bump on the nose upon banging into

the blocked stimulus oards. To the animal, Jumping to the net wa3 not a

maladaptive but very definitely adaptive behavior.* That such was the case

is pointed >shown by the fact that the animal quickly discontinued this be-

havior when a Jump to the net was immediately punished with an electric shook.

Again, the behavior evinced by the animals in stopolng or decreasing

their eating during the experimental session also seemed to arise in a

manner which indicates that we are deiing here with Just another instane*

of learning — negative learn ire, it is true, but learning nevertheless.

To be more specific | the animals at first learned to eat from the food tray

on the platform, however, the oorditioning procedure was such that the pun-

ishment shock received when the animal did not Jump fast enogh from the Jumping

box as well as the excitement following the lo-inch Jump, made the animal

b come negatively conditioned to the food tray It is not hard to understand

how this negative conditioning, as well as the generalized negative attitude

to the experiment as a whole (built up in the animal as a result of the pun-

ishment after ineorreot responses), would in the end cause the arimal to avoid

the food tray and the food even though it had not eaten during the preceding

24 hours.

In spite of the above considerations the results obtained corroberate the

positive findings of lAshley (15) Cook (3, 4) and Maier (fc, 26, 27 ,
40).

iVhit* rats can, and did develop experimental neurosis under certain conditions.

*In this connection Baler (67) has pointed out,

"Often it is claimed thaT-some animals fail to learn in a situation. In-
'

stead of failure to learn it is more likely^that such animals learn some-

thing other than the experimenter intended. (p. 249)
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V. Conclusions
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Ttie neurotio behavior phenomena noted in this experiment and the

eiroumstanoes under which they were elicited make possible the following

oo^-clufii nst

1, White rate develop abnormal behavior or "experimental neurosis" when

subjected to conflict situations where they are:

a) Fproed to respond,

b) Permitted only one of all possible responses,

c) Ylien the responses between which they must choose are

mutually antagonistic or exolusive , and

d) When the stimulus to the response is either equivocal

or multivalent .

2. Iho "experimental neurosis" developed by ;hite rats is an "individual"

neurosis and differs from animal to animal in regard to the specifle

behavioral aberrations displayed.*

These differences are probably a function of two factors:

a) the nat ve and pre-expcrimentaily acquired behavior repertoire

of the animal, and

b) the form and nature of the experimental setup and apparatus which

serve to determine and limit the responses that can possibly

be called forth,

from this viewpoi t it would probably be more correct to speak

of "experimental neuroses" than "neurosis." However,

* Ihus Cook (4) notes t

"...each rat exhibited a reaotion pattern quite different

from that of the others." (p. 305)



3. The "experimental neurosis developed by white ratB shows a baeie

similarity from animal to animal. * Variations here are probably a

function of

a) the intensity of the confliot situation and

b) the length of time that the animal is subjected to it.

This basio si ilarity is in part indioated by the finding

that it is possible to include all the behavior aberrations in the

following six-part classifications

a) Excitement — emotional outbursts, loss of nornal control

and inhibition.

b) Disruption of habitual or previously learned behavior,

o) Antagonistic attitude to the experimental setup.

d) i
Jerseverative or stereotypic responses.

e) hesitancy and indecision.

f ) Lethargy.

hat is even more indicative is that in eaoh of the animals in which

neurotic behavior was observed the sequence in which each type of behavior

appeared roughly corresponded to the above classification. That not all

the "aberrational behavior" corresponded to this pattern is probably

explainable by the operation of the two factors named under eaoh of the

last two conclusions above.

* Liddell (22) made a similar observation when he statedt

"Our sheep, regardless of the diversity of ciroumstanoes re-
sponsible for the development of the expert enta 1 neurosis,
show a remarkable uniformity in their disturbed behavior." (p. 1037)
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VI. Evaluation
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Such are the results which were obtained and the conclusions

arrived at in the present investigation. That is their significance? hat

value have they? Tihat is the purpose in oonduoting an investigation of

this sort?

The various workers from ravlov to i-aier have justified their work

by giving purposes whioh implied various degrees of hoped-for utilisation

of their experimental data In extending the knowledge of real neuroses in

human beings, i'avlor (30, 46), the first worker in this field, made some

daring comparisons between the behavior of his animals and the behavior ob-

served In clinical eases of neurosis. Later workers were more cautious.

Thus flook (5) takes the position, "that analogies drawn between loser and

higher species on the basis of specific symptoms are likely to be misleading."

Three main reasons and final justifications for investigating "ex-

perimental neurosis" in infra-human subjects oan be formulated.*

1. i'h e study of experimental neurosis In animals has an intrinsio value

and interest in itself. Aside from possible extrapolated implications there

is ample justification in investigating any behavior phenomenon displayed

by an organism, whether that organism be human or infra-human,

2. Bie study of experimental neurosis in animals serves to oast light on

the etiology of neurosis in human beings. Since it is usually impraotioal

and (with rare exceptions) almost always impossible to study these phenomena

in humans, the investigator is left with the alternative of either using

animals or abandoning research in this field altogether. This need not

necessarily mean that the results obtained and the behavior observed in

* Adapted from classification by Cook (5)
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animals can bo wholely and indiscriminately applied to humans mm nor is sueh

the purpose of the investigator. in other biologioal sciences, however,

it does mean that parallelisms between organisms of different species can

be utilized as significant indicators or 'leads" in the formulation of

hypotheses for the study of various phenomena. As stated by Ife.ll (9)

A neurotic rat and a neurotic human display homologous
behavior patterns In fact it is this similarity of
behavior • . • which consists of persistent maladjust-
ments to a given situation . . . that has led the oom»
parative psychologist to classify oertain rats as
neurotic, (p. 1)

3. As has boon implicitly indioated by the work of Pavlov (47), Petrova

(48» 49, 50, El, 53, 54) and Liddell et. al. (17, 18), as well as ex-

plicitly stated by Cook (6), studies of abnormal behavior in animals pro-

vide a means by vjhieh investigators oan test proposed therapeutic agents on

animals. This is directly in lino with the praotioe in other of the medioal

ccionces of obtaining standard animal preparations" upon which proposed

"cures" can be tested, 3his eliminates the nooessity of making dangerous

tests upon human beings.

If for this reason alone, work on infra-human organisms would be

entirely justifiable.

In conclusion it should be pointed out, ho.)over, that in the present

stage the results which have been obtained by investigators do not yet justi-

fy the extended extrapolation of results from animal experimentation to their

equivalent or parallel manifestations in human beings. Whether such applica-

tion of findings will ever be safely possible will In large measure depend

on the findings which future ?;ork in this field will disclose.
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Method of Reoording

A detailed description of the form* used in the recording of the

date is here presented to show how they were ussd and to indioate the

nature of the response reaction scales on whioh eaoh animal was rated daily

.

1. Experiment JGlumber One

a) Sessions No . 1. to 40.

Standard, mimeographed forms (Fig. 5.) were used at eaoh session

for recording all the data for eaoh animal. The items included were as

follows

i

(1) Series Ho. — eaoh successive day*s experimental session was

here numbered so that any future error as to the time sequence

of experimental sessions w*s eliminated.

(2) Order Used — the order in whioh eaoh of the animals was run

was here reoorded eaeh day. Throughout the 100 sessions in

whioh these animals were run, on eaeh successive day eaoh animal

was run in a different order in relation to the other six animals.

Thus, for example, if on a certain day animal D-3 was the fifth

one of the animals to be run, on the next day's session it would

be the fourth, the following day, third, then seeond, first,

seventh, sixth, and finally on the eighth day it would again be

fifth In order. (By this means it was hoped to eanoel any possib^

effect whioh the enforoed waiting to be taken from the cage to the

laboratory might produce on the animals.)

(S) Rat Uo. — the identifying Letter-dumber of the animal was here

reoorded.



Experimental Neurosis - Trial Record

Tories No.

Date

Order Used

Time: from_

Stimulus Used: R ,
W_

Preliminary Behavior Tests.

1. Taken from cage:

to

2. Placed on its back:

3. Held in hand:

4. Held by tail:

5. In jumping box:

6. On platform:

7.

8.

Rat No.

,HL. Weight,

Distance

_gms

Trial Right Stimulus

Seconds
in Comp, Recoil

Seconds
in Comp

Wrong Stimulus

Recoil

Comments

Used in S«
Fig. 5. RECORDING FORM



(4) Date — the date was hero recorded as another eheek on the

time sequence of the experimental sessions.

(5) lime — the exact time eaoh animal's run was begun and ended

was here reoorded lest future analysis reveal any differences

between normal and neurotio rats. It was later found that differ-

ences here were mostly due to the experimenter rather than the

subjects and henoe analysis of theis item was pointless.

(6) Weight — eaoh animal's weight was taken and reoorded primarily

as a rough measure of the animal's state of health.

(7) Stimulus Used — whether a stimulus oard was used and the

stimulus figure upon it was here reoorded.

(8) Distance — the distance of the exit gate opening from the

stimulus aperture was here reoorded.

(9) Preliminary Behavior Tests — in all of these the degree of the

animal's activity was judged subjectively and reoorded as

eithert none, slight, little, moderate, active, or very aotive.

(10) Experiment Proper (in columns 1 to 7)

(a) Trial No. — the number of each trial was here reoorded.

(b) Trialt R-W — whether a positive (R - right) or negative

(W - wrong) stimulus was used in eaoh jumping trial was

here reoorded.

(e) Right Stimulus! Seconds in Comp. — the number of seconds

the animal remained in the jumping box after the exit

gate was opened was here reoorded for eaoh trial in whieh no

eard or a positive stimulus oard was plaoed in the aperture.

(d) Right Stimulus! Recoil — not used.

(e) Wrong Stimulus! Seeonds in Comp. — the number of seconds

the animal remained in the jumping box after the exit



gate was opened was here reeorded for eaeh trial in whieh a

negative stimulus oard was plaeed la the stimulus aperture.

(f) Wrong Stlmuluss Reooil — not used.

(g) Comments — here were reoorded any miscellaneous

observations, sueh as the animal* s manner of jumping

and eating after landing on the platform,

b) Sessions Ho . 41 to 100 .

For eaeh of the last 60 sessions the animal's responses were

reeorded on the form shown in Fig. 6. Eaeh of the items was reeorded

as follows

t

(1) Series No. — Same as in sessions 1 to 40.

(2) Order Used

(S) Rat Ho.

(4) Date

(5) Time

(6) Weight

(7) Stimuli —— whether stimulus cards were used and the

stimulus figures upon them was here reoorded.

(8) Distance —— Same as in sessions 1 to 40.

($) Preliminary Behavior Tests — the extent of activity for each

test was rated on a six point soale and checked as follows

t

(a) General activity on seale (while being weighed)

0-Nono — Complete immobility.

1-Slight — Bead turning.

2-Little — Slow body turning - less than one complete turn.

3-Moderate — Mere than one but less than two complete turns.

4-Huoh mm More than two complete turns but no agitation.

6-Bxtromo — Agitation.

tt tt

tt n n

tt tt tt

tt tt tt

ft n n

tt tt it



Experimental Neurosis - Trial Recoro.
"7-

Series No. Order Usee! Rat No.

Date time: froa to ,M. Weight

Stimuli , Shock fcio
t
. Distance

Dv>pl i mi rft"P\' F ph i vi n*p ' fp ^ 1~,
^

•

1 J 1... x. L U 1 .1.1 4. * X ^ J- L. j. 1 V X. W X .L V. iJ u O •

1. General activity on sccxe:

b 1 i

.....

.L •> E..'. . ... D
|

2. Gen. act. when taken from case:
1

I

3.. Resistance, to being, held in nana:

. 4. Resistance to being hcla on D.-.ck:

5. He la by toil s

1

;

6. Amount eaten on plat joi'.m; -J 1

7. General activity 'on pia tform:
i

i

r

• 8 . sl - '. {. l

Trial
'io.-

Circie I Resistance j! Seconds
t't iiu.

!]
to Box !j in Box

Fig. 6. RECORDING FORM
Used in Sessions 41 to 100 in Experiment Number 1.



(b) General activity when taken from oaae

0-Nono — Complete passivity.

1-S light — Heed turning.

2

-

Little — Slow movement.

5-Modarate — Prompt movement.

4-Muoh — Overflew of activity

5»Extreme — Sipping E»s hand.

(o) Reeistanee to being held in hand.

0-flone »- Complete passivity.

1-Slight — Sniffing and head turning.

2-Little — Slow body twisting.

5-Moderate — Strong body twisting.

4-Muoh — Squirming and strugling.

6-Extreme — Vicious strugling.

(d) Resistance to being held on back

Same as (e) above.

(e) Held by tail

0-None Hanging limply.

1-Slight — Very slight twisting or squirming.

2

-

Little — Slew, unhurried twisting and squirming,

5-Moderate — Deliberate twisting or kicking.

4-?»iuoh — Strong and quick twisting or kicking.

5-Extreme — Strong kicking and climbing up own tail.

(f ) Amount eaten on platform

0-Mone — Hone.

1-Slight — Hesitant tasting.

2

-

Little Lengthy pausing between nibbles.

3-Moderato — Only slight pausing while eating.



4-Much — Steady eating,

6-Extremo — Hurried "wolfing" of food,

(g) General activity on platform

0-flono — Complete immobility.

1-Slight — Head turning.

2

-

Little — Hesitant step or two.

g-Modorate — Slow walking.

4*Muoh — Fast walking.

5-Extreme — Scurrying about and running.

(10) Experiment Proper (in eolumns 1 to 8)

(a) Trial No. — Same as in sessions 1 to 40.

(b) Circle stim. — a eheok was plaoed under "1" or "R" as tb»

positive eirele figure was displayed in the left or right

aperture.

(e) Resistance to box — a oheck was plaoed under 0, 3, or 5,

depending on whether the animal showed no resistance,

moderate resistance, or extreme struggling and avoidance

activity rrhen E. essayed to plaoe it into the jumping box.

(d) Seconds in Box — under B.S. was recorded the number of

seconds the animal remained in the jumping box before the

current was turned on in the jumping box; under A.S . was

recorded the number of seoonds, if any, the animal remained

in the jumping box after the current was turned on.

(e) Jump toi — a oheck was plaoed under "L" if the animal

jumped to the left aperture, under "R", if to the right

aperture. A jump towards the center partition was recorded

by an nX" on the appropriate part of the line between "L" and

"R". In a similar manner a jump above or to the side of the
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stimulus apertures was recorded by an "x" in appropriate parts of

the two squares under "L" and "R".

(f ) Ate — a check was plaoed here if the animal jumped to the

correct apperture, landed on the platform, and ate.

(g) Fell — a oheok was plaoed here if the animal fell to the net as

a result of an incorrect jump (i.e. towards the negative stimulus)

or an imperfect jump (i.e. to a side, or too high, or too low).

(h) Comments — here were recorded any miscellaneous observations

such as the animal's manner of jumping and eating responses.

2. Experiment Number Two

Standard Mimeographed forms (Fig. 7.) were used at each session

for reoordlng all the data for each animal. The items included were as follows

t

a) Series No. — Same as in Experiment Number One.

b) Date — " n " * " "

c) Rat No. — " " " " n n

d) Stimuli — the particular stimulus figure used for that session was

here recorded.

e) Time — Same as in Experiment Number One.

f ) Weight — " " " " • •

g) Preliminary Behavior Tests the extent of activity for each test was

rated on a five point scale* and scored as follows*

(l) Expectant activity in cage

Q-Uone — Indifferent at approach of E.

1-8 light ~ Looked toward E.

* Zt was found that the sixth point on the scale used in Experiment No. 1 was
superfluous and hence the rating ceale was here condensed to a five-point one.



[Series No._

Stimuli

Experimental Neurosis - Trial Record

Date

at Time

Hat No.

.M. Weight _gms

preliminary Behavior Tests:

1. "Expectant" activity in cage

£. General activity on scale

3. Proding in carrying case

4. Resistance to being held in hand
5. Resistance to being held on back
6. Held by tail

7. Ammunt eaten on platform
8. General activity on platform.

9. After-run activity in cage
10.

Won SI Lit Mod Mu.

Trial
No.

Horiz.
tim.

I Resistance
to Box

Time
tt in Box

Jump
to Ate Fell CommentsL. R. L...Q l

. 2 II No. +-

1

Misc. Note:
Fig. 7. RECORDING FORM

1 %M Used in Experiment No. 2.
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-

Little — Moved slowly toward E.

3-Modorate — Climbed up on »ido of eage (rampant).

4-Much — Agltatedj oliiabed up on side of oage repeatedly.

General activity on seale

0-Bone Limp, motionless.

1-6 light — Slight turning.

2-Littlo — Sloe walking around (2 or 3 steps).

3-Modcrate — Deliberate exploring around (l to 3 complete

circuits of scale).

4-Much — Hurried running} climbing down.

Prodding In carrying ease

0-.Jone — Limp, motionless.

1-S light — Turned heads non-resistant.

2-Little — Pctroatedj orouohed In corner.

3-Moderato «~ Turned around

4-Muoh — Deliberately approaohed E»s hand| olimbed up hand,

^esirtanoe to being held in hand

0-Nqne Limp, motionless

•

1-S light — Twitched vibrasaej slight head turning.

2-Llttle — Deliberate head turning; no limb movement.

3-lToderate ~ Head turning and movement of forelimb s

.

4-Muoh — total body struggling.

Resistance to being held on beok

tame at (4) above.

Held by tall

O-ifaae — Hung limp.

1-S light — Very slight movements.

2-Llttle — Slow, unhurried movement.
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3-Moderate — Deliberate Movements.

4-Muoh — Extensive struggling.

(7) Mount eaten on platform

O-None mm Complete avoicjanoe.

1^3 light — One or two nibbles*

2-Llttlo — Either very slow, fearful eating or eating for

about half the time.

moderate — Deliberate eating with two or less pauses.

4-Muoh — Quiok, hurried "wolfing" of food for entire period.

(8) General activity on platform

0-flone — Remaining motionless as placed by E.

1-6 light — Turning of head but no body motion.

1-Littlo — Slow deliberate steps, not more than two or three.

3-Moderate — Energetic but unhurried exploration not further than

to side of platform and back to food tray.

4-Much mm Hurried, frantic rushing about.

(9) After-run activity in eage

0-None — Remaining motionless as plaoed.

1-S light mm. Slight movement, no more than one or two steps.

2-Llttlo — Taking two or three steps and settling down.

3-Hodcrate — Deliberate walking around in cage

4-Much mm Rampant en oage wall or running about,

h) Experiment Proper (in oolumns 1-8)

(1) Trial No. — Same as in Experiment Number One.

(2) Rori«. stim. — A oheek was plaoed under "l" or "R" depending on

whether the horizontal line or »eotangle (positive stimulus figure)

was displayed in the left or right stimulus aperturejin any given trial.

(3) Reslstanoe to box — A oheek was plaoed under 8, 1, or 2, depending
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upon whether the animal 8hewed no resistance, moderate resistance, or

extreme struggling and avoidance activity when S. essayed to plaee the

animal into the jumping box through the opening.

(4) lime la Box — Here was recorded the number of position* which the

secondary coil ef the induotorium had been advanced by the suc-

cessive depression, of the Shook Increasing Lever at the time that

the animal jumped from the jumping box. This gave a measure in terms of

three-second periods of the time the animal had spent within the jumping

box between the experimenter's opening of the exit gate and the animal's

jump. Under was recorded the extra one to throe seconds between

the last depressing of the Shock Increasing Bar and the animal's jump from

the box.

(5) Jump to — Same as in Sessions 40-100 of Experiment dumber One.

(6) Ate - Same as in Sessions 40-100 of experiment fcnfrer One exoept

that the various degrees ef eating by the animal were identified

by coded symbols.

(7) Fell — Same as in Sessions 40-100 of Experiment Number One.

(8) Consents - Same as in Sessions 40-100 of Experiment dumber One.
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